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BE RENEWED, JUST IN
TIME FOR SPRING.
You and your guests are invited to experience our
perfectly pampering Ready, Set, Glow! Aesthetic
Party Package. In addition to our new aesthetic
services, each guest will also enjoy wine,
cheeses, sweets and signature cocktails,
as well as access to our outdoor heated
pool, relaxation lounge and eucalyptus
steam room. It’s simply everything
you expect from Orlando’s
award-winning luxury spa.

READY, SET,
GLOW!
Aesthetic Party Package

SAVE
%

25

Botox®, Dysport®
& Filler Treatments
Brow Sculpting
Make-up Application

Receive a free
Image Skincare SPF moisturizer
as our gift.

To schedule your aesthetic party package, call 407.996.1248.
SpaAtRosenCentre.com
9840 International Drive | Complimentary Valet Parking
*Minimum of 3 guests required. Offer valid 3/1/19-4/30/19. May not be combined with any other offers
or discounts and cannot be customized. 20% gratuity added to service. Reservations required. Based on
availability. 24-hour cancellation policy applies.

C

ONTRIBUTORS

GREG ALEXANDER
Greg Alexander is a world citizen who travels the planet
to transmute all the quintessence of femininity on glazed
paper. If he nourishes an atavistic passion for Greece, the
ground of his ancestors, it’s in Paris that he has found his
home port. As a photographer, he continues his dream of
perfection because, according to him, “the photograph is a
kind of plastic surgery which is able to modulate a face ad
infinitum!” His vision of beauty is fragile, transitory, a little
kitsch and inevitably fatal.

MARK NEJAME
Mark NeJame is a renowned trial attorney who has been involved
in some of the areas and country’s highest profile cases. He is
routinely sought by the media as a legal commentator and is
currently a Legal Analyst for CNN. He is the Founder and Senior
Partner of the Law Firm of NeJame, LaFay, Jancha, Ahmed,
Barker, Joshi & Moreno, P.A. a/k/a NeJame Law. NeJame Law
has 15 attorneys and 4 divisions: Personal Injury, Criminal,
Immigration and Business/Commercial Litigation. Mr. NeJame is
a regular contributor to Orlando Style Magazine. Mr. NeJame can
be reached at 407-245-1232 and NejameLaw.com.

COURTNEY CAGGIANO
Courtney was born in Miami and currently resides in
Orlando, Florida. She graduated from the University of
Central Florida with a BA degree in English Literature,
where she developed her passion for the written word.
She pursues all forms of writing, including journalism,
nonfiction, critical literary analysis, and songwriting. In
her free time, Courtney also performs as a musician and
guitarist in the Orlando area.

RIESA PASCAL
Riesa was born in London, England and now resides in
sunny Orlando, Florida. She is a proud graduate of Florida
State University where she double majored in creative
writing and communication. In addition to editorial
writing, Riesa is also deeply passionate about broadcast
journalism and currently freelances as a TV personality
with various networks in Central Florida. You can learn
more about Riesa at her website: RiesaPascal.com
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PUBLISHER’S NOTE

Spring into Action!
With the sunny skies and warm breezes surrounding us, April in Florida inspires
us to soak in the lovely weather, linger in the moment, and live in the present. This
month is all about experiencing life to its fullest with family, friends, and loved ones
as we find beauty in all things spring!
This season, the housing market is hot, so be sure to “spring” into action before the
prices rise once again. In this vibrant economic state we’re experiencing, why not
use some of those tax refunds on something you’ve always wanted!
In our Body & Soul issue, you’ll find ways to rethink your health and beauty routine.
Discover tips and tricks for rejuvenating your skincare so you’ll look fresh-faced
this spring, and embrace new fashion trends that will encourage you to challenge
yourself to think outside of your usual, go-to styles.
What better way to honor your body and soul than taking the time for some
overdue self-care this month? From treating yourself to a simple spa day to a
weekend staycation, there are endless opportunities for you to enjoy the hidden
treasures of Central Florida. Our amazing world-class resorts and spas, as well
as our local shops and restaurants, make Orlando the perfect place to experience
luxury and indulgence without having to leave the city.
One of the most important aspects of caring for ourselves is taking care of this
wonderful earth that we call home. Tapping into the latest natural health and beauty
sources will help us to live in harmony with our planet and appreciate the benefits
of an earth-friendly lifestyle. This April, we could all use some “spring cleaning” for
our health! Let’s clean up the earth and our diets by taking impactful steps to living
organically. Whether you decide to eat organic foods, purchase locally-sourced
items, or opt for all-natural beauty products, your choice to live more sustainably
will greatly benefit our environment.
We’d love to hear your thoughts about health and beauty, living with the earth in
mind, and your favorite local spots. To keep the conversation going on social media,
“like” us on Facebook and share your favorite articles from this issue of Orlando
Style on Twitter.
As always, the feedback of our dedicated readers truly helps to make Orlando Style
Magazine the number one Luxury Lifestyle publication in this city. Month after
month, our loyal readers, our incredible advertisers, and our team of hardworking
contributors continue to ensure that our issues are full of innovative articles and
photo series, as well as the latest in local news and events. We are so grateful for the
valuable part you play in bringing this publication to life.
Happy Spring!
Sincerely,

Sven J. Bode
Publisher
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BABY
YOUR SKIN

Entrust the health of your skin
to the experts at Reflections
Dermatology. If your child
has a skin condition such as a
birthmark, eczema, warts, or
acne, our experienced medical
team can help. We accept most
major insurance and immediate
appointments are available.

Winter Park | Baldwin Park
reflectionsdermatology.com

407-895-8818
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Healthier skin. Better breathing. Improved overall wellness.
Experience the luxury of our new Himalayan Salt Therapy.

FLORIDA RESIDENTS
Receive 20% Off * Spa Treatments - Monday through Thursday
The ultimate expression of luxury is realized at the Waldorf Astoria® Spa.
Experience soothing environments, a holistic harmony of complete physical
and emotional well-being and a new collection of customized offerings.
From the transforming CBD Hemp Oil Massage to the healing Himalayan
Salt Room Therapy, every treatment is tailored to your specific characteristics
and aesthetic expectations. For reservations, please call 407-597-5360.
Visit WaldorfAstoriaOrlando.com/Spa

*For your convenience a 21% service charge will be added to all spa services. Reservations for Spa are recommended and are subject to availability. Cannot be
combined with any other offers or specials. Not valid for pre-contracted groups. Some restrictions may apply.
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Ferrari of Central Florida
The Ferrari of Central Florida Dealership, a flagship of the Ferrari Brand
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525 S Lake Destiny Dr
Orlando, FL 32810
(407) 667-4300
info@ferraricf.com
FerrariCF.com
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THE ARTS

LUZIA
A Waking Dream of Mexico

In a series of grand visual
surprises and breathtaking
acrobatic performances, LUZIA takes
audiences on a surrealistic journey
filled with wonders, playfulness and
striking artistry. Smoothly passing
from an old movie set to the ocean to
a smoky dance hall or an arid desert,
LUZIA cleverly brings to the stage
multiple places, faces and sounds of
Mexico taken from both tradition
and modernity. Rich in awe-inspiring
moments, LUZIA enchants by
incorporating rain into acrobatic and
artistic scenes – a first for a Cirque du
Soleil touring production.
The Big Top Experience for
the First Time in Orlando
Since its beginnings in 1984,
Cirque du Soleil has been
presenting traveling Big Top shows
all around the world. The overall
excitement of going to the circus,
the otherworldly atmosphere
of the Big Top, as well as its
intimate setting elevate the Cirque
du Soleil experience. LUZIA is
the company’s 17th show to be
presented under a Big Top.
Written and directed by Daniele
Finzi Pasca, in association with
Brigitte Poupart, LUZIA takes you
to an imaginary Mexico, like in a
waking dream, where light (“luz” in
Spanish) quenches the spirit and
rain (“lluvia”) soothes the soul.

With mesmerizing and refreshing
acrobatic performances,
LUZIA brings traditional and
contemporary circus disciplines to a
whole new level. Cyr Wheel artists
perform the unprecedented feat of
rolling and spinning under the rain,
while an aerialist suspended from
a Trapeze flies and twirls through
pouring showers. Hoop Diving
is taken onto gigantic treadmills,
expanding exponentially the
speed and amount of daring leaps
executed. Jaw-dropping highlights
include a male contortionist
skillfully twisting his body in
the world’s most unimaginable
positions, a powerful Aerial Straps
specialist defying the laws of
gravity at the center of cenote
(natural sinkhole), and two football
(soccer) freestylers deftly mixing
street dance with mind-blowing ball
manipulations.
Due to popular demand, Cirque
du Soleil added three weeks of
performances (April 1 – 21, 2019)
to the previously-announced
Orlando engagement of its
delightfully-imaginative and
visually-stunning production
LUZIA. Audiences are invited to a
redesigned white-and-gold Big Top
at The Florida Mall to escape to an
imaginary Mexico – a sumptuous
world suspended somewhere
between dreams and reality.

ORLANDOSTYLEMAGAZINE.COM |
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COOL SHOTS

Socialize

P H OTO G R A P H Y BY B R I O N P R I C E

Downtown Orlando Partnership at Citrus Club

Orlando Young Professionals Event at M Lounge

An Evening of Hope at Loews Portofino Bay Hotel

Taste of Windermere

Get Your Jazz On at The Alfond Inn

Orlando Young Professionals Event at M Lounge
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Winter Garden Art Association Event

Instagram: @orlandostylemag | Twitter: @orlandostyle | Facebook: styletome

FFF0412212019
2019
FLORIDA
FILM
FESTIVAL
APRIL 12-21
ONE
TICKET
IS ALL IT
TAKES
175+ FILMS.
10 DAYS.
TICKETS
ON SALE NOW

VISIT FLORIDAFILMFESTIVAL.COM

ADMIT ONE

T O S E E T H E S TA R S
S T A R T IN G A T $ 1 2
FFF0412212019

The Florida Film Festival is presented by
Enzian, Central Florida’s full-time,
not-for-profit alterative cinema, which
seeks to entertain, inspire, educate, and
connect the community through film.

HEALTH

CAN LOVE REALLY

CONQUER

PAIN?
By John Walsh
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HEALTH

Experiments on newly infatuated people show
that passion could be a natural painkiller.

“Let the lovelorn lover cure
insomnia,” wrote the poet

Ogden Nash, “By murmuring
AMOR VINCIT OMNIA.” And
although the phrase is a mangling
of the original in Virgil’s Tenth
Eclogue (“Omnia vincit amor”), it
has passed into our language as
a romantic truism. But can love
conquer pain as well as everything
else?
The Human Pain Research
Laboratory at the Stanford School
of Medicine set out to determine
which was stronger – sex or
suffering, lust or laceration – when
they conducted an extraordinary
experiment in 2010.

The department head Dr. Sean
Mackey and his colleagues posted
flyers around the university,
asking for volunteers who were
“madly in love”. From a startlingly
large number of applicants, they
selected 15 students and put them
through a standard procedure at
the laboratory: applying painful
stimulation by heating up a
small thermal device strapped
to each student’s arm, until the
students registered discomfort.
Then they showed each student
photographs of his or her beloved,
intermingling them with photos
of equally attractive acquaintances.
The students reported that their

pain was appreciably lessened
when looking at images of their
lovers.
Test results showed that the
chemicals the body produces in
the early stages of a love affair
produce effects on the spinal cord,
effectively blocking pain messages
from reaching the brain. But it has
been clinically proven for years
that giving a patient something to
‘distract’ their brain results in them
feeling less pain. So is love no
more than a distraction?
To find out, Mackey and his
colleagues introduced an
additional factor. They set each
subject a ‘word generation’ task,
in which, while having heat pain
applied to their arm, they had
to “think about every sport that
doesn’t involve a ball”. As the
volunteers struggled to come up
with ‘ice hockey’ or ‘judo’, it was
found that they were distracted
to about the same degree as they
had been when shown photos of
their love-objects. But crucially,
different parts of the brain were
involved.

brain systems that involve our
most basic cravings and desires.
And these systems, Mackey
reported, “are rich in dopamine
neurotransmitters. So… love
does affect [the patient] like a
painkilling drug.”
Astonishingly, it turns out that, as
Roxy Music once averred, love is
the drug. As long as it’s true love,
and passionate, and preferably in
the early stages of a relationship.
How a patient goes about securing
this pleasant state is, unfortunately,
a matter beyond science. But
Mackey made an interesting
counter-suggestion about what
could be done with this love drug.
“Now we know that love releases
chemicals – endogenous opioids –
similar to the effects of morphine,”
he said. “[We know] there are
drugs that can turn endogenous
opioids off. Does that mean we can
kill love? That could be interesting
for people with unrequited love, or
even to treat sexual stalkers…”

While the ‘distraction’ experiment
triggered “higher-level cortical
brain systems”, the ‘love’
experiment engaged quite
different, very deep-seated

ORLANDOSTYLEMAGAZINE.COM |
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SCENTS & SENSIBILITY

Smells and aromas can move us in deeply personal ways.
By Emma Young
Whenever she travels, Pam Dalton
packs a scent. “If I’m in an anonymous
hotel room, I want to smell something
familiar, so I can close my eyes and
have that scent around me, relaxing me,
because it reminds me of home. I usually
take a small dropper. I use a certain kind
of rose oil that I particularly like.”
As a rule, it’s a lot easier to make people
feel bad using odors than feel good,
adds Dalton, who researches smell at
the Monell Chemical Senses Center in
Philadelphia. Part of that is just to do
with the general nature of things, she
says: “Things that are bad are always more
intensely bad than good things are good.”
While there are universal malodors –
scents that people from different parts
of the world all agree are unpleasant –
research has generally failed to find scents
that make all of us feel happier, or calmer,
or more relaxed. “But that doesn’t mean
every one of us doesn’t have something
in the olfactory world that might make us
very, very happy or feel really good – it’s
just that it’s really difficult to generalize
the positive ones to large groups of people,”
Dalton says.
In some studies, people exposed to the
scent vanillin report a boost to their
mood. There may be an innate reason.
“Vanillin is in other things beside flowers.
It can be in fruit – so perhaps there’s some
pressure to be attracted to it,” says Dalton.
But positive memories may play a bigger
role. In the U.S. and parts of Europe, at
least, vanillin is a common ingredient in
cakes and sweet treats.
Lavender is another scent often touted as
having mood-improving properties. Is this
well-accepted among scent researchers?
“Not really,” Dalton says. “I’d venture to say
that if there are physiological responses

20
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to certain extracts – botanicals, or whatever they
are – they’re probably pretty small in comparison
to the psychological response we have to it. So
in this culture [the U.S.], most people don’t
really like essential lavender oil. It smells sort of
disinfectant. Go to France, and it’s preferred.”
Her advice, if you want to use scent to improve
your mood, is not to go for a fragrance or candlemaking company’s claims of which combinations
are most relaxing but to “find something you
associate with something very positive – and that
will be the one that has the most potent effects
for you.”

stimulate the trigeminal nerve, which (among
many other things) detects chemical irritants.
Anything that has a ‘heating’ component (like
chilli or horseradish) or a ‘cooling’ component
(like various types of mint) can do this. Since
these messages signal a potential threat, they
boost alertness.

Lavender is another
scent often touted
as having moodimproving properties.

Quite how long that will last isn’t clear. A drug
like caffeine, say, has a fairly long-lasting effect.
“But just to energise you in the moment, I think
having a sniff of something is a lot better, safer
and quicker,” Dalton says.

But if you want to use scent to feel more
energized, this should be more straightforward.
Some foods and drinks contain compounds that

Planning Tomorrow... Today!

®

Nancy I. Hecht, CFP®, AIF®
Certified Financial Planner ™
Nancy Hecht has been in the financial planning field for 30 years. She is a Certified Financial Planner ™ practitioner, and
an Investment Advisory Representative. Nancy is a frequent financial contributor to The Orlando Sentinel’s “Money Matters,”
The Orlando Business Journal, WDBO’s “On the Money” program, Channel 6 WKMG news, and Channel 35 Fox Orlando.

Comprehensive Financial Planning
• Retirement Planning

For Your Complimentary
Consultation with Nancy, Call:

• Estate Planning
• Investment Management
• Tax Planning

407.869.9800

• Portfolio Reviews

Read Nancy’s Blog at:

hechteffect.net

Orlando Style Magazine
Readers’ Choice Winner

Certified Financial Planner™ is a federally registered mark of the Certified Financial
Planner Board of Standards. This mark is awarded to individuals who successfully
complete the CFP Board’s initial and ongoing certification requirements. Certified Advisory
Corp offers Financial Planning and Asset Management for a fee. Certified Benefits Corp
offers Employee Benefits Consulting. Certified Insurance Corp offers Insurance Planning.
TransAm Securities, Inc. offers Securities • Member FINRA, SIPC.

1111 Douglas Avenue • Altamonte Springs • FinancialGroup.com

LIVING ‘N STYLE

GLO
PHYTO-ACTIVE CONDITIONING OIL
Thsi oil is a fast absorbing skin conditioning face oil
that helps soften fine lines and wrinkles for those
with aging skin concerns. This premium facial oil
features protective plant stem cell technology that
delivers your softest, most radiant skin yet.
$62 / Available at Gloskinbeauty.com

all things SKIN!
LUMENE
PURITY DEW DROPS
HYDRATING EYE GEL
The delightfully light-weight gel
formulation helps to provide
both instant and long-lasting
hydration. Contains Pure Arctic
Spring Water to promote the
healthy look of the delicate skin
around the eye area.
$15 / Availabe at Lumene.com

SOL DE JANEIRO
COCO CABANA BODY
FRAGRANCE MIST
An all-over body and hair mist kissed
with mouthwatering notes of coconut,
toasted praline, and warm vanilla latte.
$19 / Available at Sephora.com

CHARLOTTE TILBURY
GODDESS CLEANSING RITUAL SET
Ritual 1’ is a ‘Citrus Oil Radiance Cleanse’,
which will gently melt away makeup, while
‘Ritual 2’ is the ‘Purifying Charcoal Cleanse’
that turns white when massaged into the face.
$46 / Available at Charlottetilbury.com

DIONIS
SEA TREASURES PURE GOAT
MILK BATH BOMB
Our Goat Milk bath bomb will leave your
skin feeling soft and moisturized. The fat
and protein in the milk provides immediate
benefits while exfoliating the skin for
additional softness.
$10 / Available at Dionisgmskincare.com

Sometimes the beauty of getting away is not going far.

Discover the unexpected side of Orlando and immerse yourself in the tranquil
surroundings of The Ritz-Carlton Spa. Indulge in coed relaxation areas, full
service salon and barbershop, private saltwater adult only pool and healthy
café. Florida residents enjoy 15% savings on treatments Monday through
Thursday. To reserve your spa package, please call 407-393-4200 or visit
RitzCarltonOrlandoSpa.com.
Valid through December 22, 2019. Florida Residents discount cannot be combined with any other packages or
discounts and is subject to availability. Florida ID required. ©2019 The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company, L.L.C.

OUR TOWN

PROJECT STORYBOOK
& M O R R O N E I N T E R I O R S T E A M U P F O R A G R E AT C AU S E

Project Storybook is a charitable organization with the
goal to change the lives of children. At Project Storybook, they
are all about giving back to the Central Florida community and
they do it with a unique approach.
Project Storybook will be teaming up with Morrone Interiors to
fulfill their mission of giving back to the community by focusing
on and helping children that are in need. They will be doing this
by completely designing and furnishing children’s bedrooms,
free of charge. The goal is that these rooms become a safe place
for the children and also a place they can call their own.
Going through tough times can be especially difficult for families;
anything they can do to bring even the smallest amount of joy in
such times is what makes this special for Project Storybook and
Morrone Interiors.
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See hope shine.

9TH ANNUAL

S P R I N G
FA S H I O N
S O I R É E

For tickets, sponsorships and additional
information, please contact us at
407-802-1544 or info@runwaytohope.org.

S AT U R DAY, M AY 1 8 , 2 0 1 9 a t R O S E N S H I N G L E C R E E K
Join us at Runway to Hope's 9th Annual Spring Fashion Soirée for an
unforgettable evening celebrating the bravery, hope and beauty of more
than 150 children fighting pediatric cancer.

Let’s hold hands. Let’s walk together. Let’s end childhood cancer.
Sponsors

runwaytohope.org

Beneficiaries

follow us:

COOL SHOTS

Socialize

An Evening of Hope at Loews Portofino Bay Hotel

P H OTO G R A P H Y BY B R I O N P R I C E

Downtown Orlando Partnership at Citrus Club

Downtown Food & Wine Festival

Winter Garden Art Association Event

Downtown Orlando Partnership at Citrus Club

Designer Showcase and Runway feature
KDS One Studios

April 13th, 2019

Proceeds benefiting: The Harbor House
Get Involved, buy tickets and learn more at:

www.orlandofashionweeks.com

Photo by Wandress Photography, Designer Lile Useche

April 10th-13th, 2019

Photo by Ken Montano Photography, Designer Lile Useche, Model: Jessica Bablitz

Fashion Week Events

HEALTH & BEAUTY

HEALTH & BEAUTY

Mineral, Gem, Bead
and Fossil Show
April 12-14
The Central Florida
Mineral and Gem Society
is dedicated to sharing
knowledge and the
enjoyment of rocks, minerals,
gemstones, lapidary arts,
beading and all things
related. If you’re interested
or curious about precious
stones and minerals, this
is the perfect event. There
you can learn lapidary
arts, cutting and polishing
cabochons, silversmithing,
metal work, wire wrapping,
beading and related
traditional crafts.

GEMSTONES GIVING US LIFE

The use of precious stones...are the claims true?
From way back in the day, having
precious stones, gemstones and minerals was
believed to have many health bonuses. It was
also believed that crystals and gemstones could
be magical. This goes back to ancient Egypt and
other cultures. Today, gemstones are having their
moment in 2019, and they’re everywhere on social
media.

Get your gemstone
facial on.
ROSE QUARTZ FACIAL ROLLER
Ulta Beauty’s Rose Quartz
Facial Roller. Crystal facial
rolling is an ancient practice
that uses natural stone and
facial rolling techniques to help
improve the overall look and
feel of skin.
$22 / Available at Ulta.com
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Many people are collecting gemstones as decor
and ornaments, however, there are many who still
collects gemstones for their benefits! Some use
them as part of their spiritual practices, to restore
energy fields, to gain peace and to promote
love and safety. Other practices are placing the
gemstones on certain areas of the body, called
“chakras,” to promote healing. Another way of
gaining health benefits from gemstones can be as
simple as wearing a piece of jewelry made with
a specific gem. There are even gemstone facials!
Here are some stones with there believed benefits.
A popular stone is Rose Quartz. This pink-hued
stone is said to help heartaches. Related to love,
the gemstone is said to have a soothing, gentle
energy that can calm the person. And it is best to

have the gemstone close to the heart, to help heal
emotional wounds, promote self love and keep the
heart open to positive relationships.
Another popular stone is Amethyst. This
beautiful purple gemstone is for bringing you
strength, courage, and peace. And these benefits
promote healing. It’s a soothing stone with
peaceful properties and is said to help bring out
creativeness. It’s good for people who suffer from
anxiety, mood disorders and addictions.
The next gemstone is Amber. This yellow,
brownish stone is believed to be a powerful
gemstone. It’s used for treating headaches and
stress and promoting self-expression. Also, it’s
said to promote cleansing and purification,
which helps bring the illness out of the body and
alleviate pain so the person can heal.
Collecting gemstones has become very popular,
and more people are jumping on the gemstone
trend. Whether you believe in the stones’ abilities
or not, or if you love them for decor, having them
around you will only do you good.

We cater to a finer taste
in automobiles.
ARKS

of LONGWOOD

Mon - Sat 8:30am - 7pm | Sun 11am - 5 pm
3505 N US Highway 17-92 | Longwood, FL 32750
800-224-9660 | ParksLincoln.com

Discover the benefits of Lincoln Black Label ownership:

Our Ultimate Expression of Design
and Personal Service

• Specially-curated Interiors

• Concierge Service

• 4 Yr./50,000-mile Premium Maintenance Plan

• Dining Privileges at Fine Restaurants

• Service Pickup and Delivery

• Complimentary Car Washes / Annual Detailing

HEALTH & BEAUTY

MAYBE HE’S BORN WITH IT
EXPLORING MALE PATTERN BALDNESS

Let’s try to untangle the genetic causes of male pattern baldness.

By Rhodri Marsden
What makes some men genetically susceptible to male pattern
baldness? Which genes have wrought this havoc, and which of our
parents gave them to us? Unsurprisingly, this is difficult to pick apart.
It’s certainly not as simple as saying “like father, like son”; in fact,
there’s a commonly held belief that male pattern baldness comes down
the maternal line. When this was investigated by a team of scientists
in 2005, they did indeed find that a variant on the X chromosome
(inherited from the mother) was a “cardinal prerequisite” for earlyonset male pattern hair loss – specifically a genetic variation in the
androgen receptor (AR) gene.
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We know that the androgen receptor regulates the effects of androgen
hormones in the body, and that one of these – dihydrotestosterone – is
the chemical that’s largely responsible for making our hair fall out, so
it seems to make sense that the AR gene plays a part in the condition.
But you can’t lay the blame entirely on your mother. The same scientists
also stressed that other factors may be at play, “which could explain the
similarity of the androgenetic alopecia pattern of fathers and sons.”
Since then, studies have discovered a number of other genetic variants
that are likely to play a part. Two papers published in 2008 found a

susceptibility in the region of chromosome 20 known
as 20p11.22. One of those, which studied four groups
from Switzerland, Iceland, the Netherlands and the
UK, concluded that men with the variants in this
region and in the androgen receptor gene were seven
times as likely to develop androgenetic alopecia as
men with neither. The number of men with that
combination was 14 percent – approximately oneseventh of the population.
Another paper, published in 2012, confirmed male
pattern baldness’s links with the AR gene and
chromosome 20, but also found that the condition
had genetic associations with decreased fertility and
Parkinson’s disease. A paper last year recognized
associations with 29 variants across six chromosomes,
while a recent review of all related studies to date
concluded that while 12 genomic regions and a
larger number of genes had been implicated, most
of the contributing genetic risk factors are still to be
identified.

Which genes have
wrought this havoc, and
which of our parents
gave them to us?

REACH
ORLANDO’S

HIGH NET
WORTH
RESIDENTS.
ADVERTISE
IN STYLE!

The search is further complicated by the fact that
the genetic causes vary between populations. Three
variants on the X chromosome, which are known
to be a factor in the condition in European men,
have been found to be “monomorphic” among Han
Chinese, meaning they are unlikely to play a role in
their condition.
Long-term, the hope is that an understanding of the
genetics will lead to new treatments for androgenetic
alopecia – but while the pathobiology is painstakingly
unravelled, we’re just going to have to hang on to our
hats.

Contact: Production@OrlandoStyleMag.com

STYLE

A slick vintage
button down, navy
slacks and caramel
penny loafers are
an easy weekend
conversation
starter. “Nixon was
impeached when this
shirt was made.”

InStyle

with GENT LIFE

Stylish Fashion Trends & What to Wear
Questions for Gent Life about the latest fashion trends &
what to wear? Visit: gent-life.com

If you pick a light
pattern shirt, be
sure you pair it
up with a solid tie,
and a pop of color
doesn’t hurt. Let’s
face it… caramel
leather looks great
in any season, and
these Peter Nappi
brogues are good
all year round!
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Exploration ships,
exploration trips! This
hand-stitched short
sleeved button-down
by Stede is perfect
for the weekend
traveler in you! The
shorts are from Billy
Reid (a Gent Life
favorite).

STYLE

Royal blue jacket,
light khakis with a
few accessories
that pop (within
reason) make
you the talk of the
outdoor cocktail
party.

Beyond popular
belief… on men,
pink is popular!
Especially this
gingham from Allen
Young NY (the collar
is interchangeable…
bonus, two shirts in
one).

Don’t be afraid of a
light floral pattern on
the shirt, but keep
the jacket solid! And
yes… they notice
the matching socks.
Keep it light!

Suit is negotiable! A
light-colored shirt and
blazer balanced by
a navy pair of slacks
can work for outdoor
happy hours and
rooftop bars (lapel
flower also works
here).

ORLANDOSTYLEMAGAZINE.COM |
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BUGATTI
LA VOITURE NOIRE
A ONE-OFF ANNIVERSARY VEHICLE

A pioneering spirit, a passion for

perfection and the desire to continually
redefine its limits have been the key
characteristics of Bugatti since the
brand was established 110 years ago.
“Our history is both a privilege and a
responsibility – the responsibility for
continuing the Bugatti heritage into
the future. With ‘La Voiture Noire’, we
are paying homage to our heritage and
bringing speed, technology, luxury
and aesthetics forward to a new era,”
says Stephan Winkelmann. The new
hyper sports car reflects Bugatti’s
French heritage and its French identity
– elegance through minimalism and
refinement through intensification. This
is a tailor-made creation only comparable
with the haute couture of exclusive Paris
fashion designers.
“LA VOITURE NOIRE”
MORE THAN A REINTERPRETATION

“‘La Voiture Noire’ is a far more than a
modern interpretation of Jean Bugatti’s
Type 57 SC Atlantic. It is a feast of
aesthetics,” says Stephan Winkelmann.
With its extended front end and the
distinctive Bugatti C-line, the “Voiture

Noire” creates an elongated impression
with the elegant waistline defining the
contours of the coupé. Purism and
elegance are reflected in the surfaces
and the clear lines. The bumpers are
smoothly integrated into the body and
the windscreen seems to flow seamlessly
into the windows at the sides like the
visor on a helmet. Without any irritating
lines, the surface is “all of a piece” and
there is nothing to disturb the optical
flow. This means that the hyper sports
car has changed its attitude and become
a grand tourisme – ideal for comfortable
travel on long trips.
“Every single component has been
handcrafted and the carbon fibre body
has a deep black gloss only interrupted
by the ultrafine fibre structure. This is a
material that has been handled perfectly,”
says Bugatti designer Etienne Salomé.
“We worked long and hard on this design
until was nothing that we could improve.
For us, the coupé represents the perfect
form with a perfect finish.
The heart of the new creation is the
iconic 16-cylinder engine – unique
in the automotive world and the peak

of the engineer’s art. “This is not only
an engine but the heart of the vehicle
and a technical masterpiece. There is
no other car in the world with such an
engine. It is not only extremely powerful
but also beautiful to look at,” Stephan
Winkelmann enthuses. The 16-cylinder
engine with a displacement of 8 litres
develops 1,103 kW/1,500 PS and 1,600
Newton-metres of torque. Six tailpipes
at the rear bear witness to its incredible
power and are also a tribute to the 16
cylinders.
For €11 million (before tax) this unique
car has already been sold to a Bugatti
enthusiast. It is the most expensive
new car of all time. The car enthusiast
is fascinated by the Atlantic; with the
“Voiture Noire”, he has acquired a
vehicle that takes up the legend and
carries the idea forward to the present
day. In its exclusiveness, style, quality
and performance, “La Voiture Noire” is
an unprecedented and unique car that
continues a long tradition in the history
of the automobile.
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Join the Squad.
We’re now interviewing for summer internship positions.
Please email resumes to Production@OrlandoStyleMag.com

COOL SHOTS

Socialize

P H OTO G R A P H Y BY B R I O N P R I C E

Downtown Orlando Partnership at Citrus Club

An Evening of Hope at Loews Portofino Bay Hotel

Winter Garden Art Association Event

Get Your Jazz On at The Alfond Inn

Taste of Windermere

Taste of Windermere

LIVING ‘N STYLE

Photo from www.nourishedlife.com

BEAUTY

LUSH
KEY LIME PIE LIP SCRUB
Smooth this uplifting
citrus sorbet-flavored balm
on for lickable lips and
lightweight moisture, thanks
to conditioning organic
jojoba oil and nourishing
argan oil. If you find yourself
in the limelight, zest it up
with some Key Lime Pie. $11 /
Available at Lushusa.com

EDIBLE, CLEAN MAKEUP

Why women are switching to real, natural, and edible makeup.
It is not a secret that makeup brands
and companies use an incredible amount of
chemicals, parabens, and silicones in their
products that aren’t good for our skin or health.
And even though there are many brands that
make sure to use organic, natural, ingredients
– which, yes, are a lot better for you – for some
people, it’s just not enough.

100% Pure
FRUIT PIGMENTED BLUSH
This fruit pigmented blush
makes you sparkle and shine!
This blush is colored with
antioxidant and vitamin-rich
fruit pigments instead of
minerals or synthetic dyes.
Berry is a vibrant berry pink.
Apply along cheekbones with
Cruelty-Free Blush Brush to
get a naturally flushed look.
$37 / Available at
100percentpure.com
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Throughout the years, this new industry of clean
makeup has exploded since there is more demand
for it. So many people are trying to live their
lives as “clean” as possible, from what they eat
to their clothes, to what makeup they buy. But
just because something is labelled “organic” or
“pure” does not mean that it is free from synthetic
chemicals, fragrances and preservatives, along
with organic botanical extracts, all which can be
harmful to our bodies and our skin.
So there are few companies that have created
edible makeup. The purpose of edible makeup
is to be made of pure, natural products that are
safe and good for you – so good for you that you
can eat it. The idea is that if you can put it on your

skin, you should be able to eat it.
Here are some samples of edible makeup that you
can find now. Sugar lip scrubs: Lush Cosmetics are
famous for theirs. Sugar lip scrubs are made with
sugar and some sort of creamy base, like honey,
coconut oil/milk or other natural ingredients.
Another is fruit pigmented blush. This is a blush
that is made from finely pressed rice powder and
colored with antioxidant and vitamin-rich fruit
instead of minerals or synthetic dyes.
And if you want to be extra safe and know exactly
what is in your makeup, there are recipes out
there for making your own makeup if you want
to! With so many makeup brands and so many of
them making different claims, it’s hard to know
which brands to trust. Just make sure to read
the labels on each item and do some research to
ensure you know what you are putting on your
skin.

Spectacular 5/4 home in Windermere Trails. Plenty of natural light illuminates the contemporary and functional
open floor plan creating a warm and inviting environment for family and friends to gather. 3914 sq ft - $550,000

“Luxury, Location and Lake Front and private gate entry, with no HOA fees. Great schools. Live in the quiet
“Gotha” community and avoid the traffic congestion that most large home developments experience.
This is a dream home for your family in Southwest Orlando! 4910 sq ft - $1,650,000

Thinking of buying or selling?
Call us today for extraordinary results combined with unrivaled service.

Central Florida’s Premier Real Estate Boutique
519 N Magnolia Avenue, Orlando, FL 32801 407.909.0908 MastersRealty.com

COOL SHOTS

Socialize

An Evening of Hope at Loews Portofino Bay Hotel

Downtown Orlando Partnership at Citrus Club

Taste of Windermere

Winter Garden Art Association Event

Downtown Food & Wine Festival

Deborah Harding, MD
CEO, Founder

• Board Certified Internal Medicine
• Certified American Academy of Sleep
Disorder Medicine
• Certified American Academy of
Anti-Aging Medicine
• Certified Cenegenics Medical Institute

Discover The Art of
Being Ageless

Feel Your Best & Look Your Best
• Natural Hormone Balancing
• Elite Health Evaluations
• Individualized Medical
Weight Loss Program
• Fitness, Nutrition,
& Vitamin Evaluations

6200 Metrowest Blvd. Suite 105, Orlando, FL. 32835

• Anti-Aging Medicine
• Genetic Testing
• Appearance Medicine
Including NEW Breakthrough
Stem Cell Serums
• Executive Physicals

hardingmedicalinstitute.com

407. 210. 2101

COOL SHOTS

P H OTO G R A P H Y BY B R I O N P R I C E

Downtown Orlando Partnership at Citrus Club

Winter Garden Art Association Event

FABCO at La Boucherie

Taste of Windermere

An Evening of Hope at Loews Portofino Bay Hotel

Downtown Orlando Partnership at Citrus Club

FABCO at La Boucherie

Instagram: @orlandostylemag | Twitter: @orlandostyle | Facebook: styletome
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Dress: ALIN LE KAL Couture

FASHION
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FASHION

AT THE

WATER’S

EDGE
Photography: Greg Alexander, www.gregalexander.net
Art Director: Sébastien Vienne
Production: www.mephistopheles.fr
Hair & Makeup: Liz Bomben for LaRoche Posay
Model: Sophia @ Viviens Model Management Melbourne
Post Production: Romane Sorin for Mephistopheles
Assistant: Audrey Ibanez
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Dress: CON ILIO Couture

FASHION
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Dress: ALIN LE KAL Couture

FASHION
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Dress: CON ILIO Couture

FASHION
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Dress: ALEEM YUSUF

FASHION
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Dress: CON ILIO Couture

FASHION
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CELEBRITY SOUP

If bad behavior can get you fired in the corporate world, it only makes sense that the same rules should apply to Hollywood. The only difference is
that most of us aren’t performing our jobs purely for the entertainment of millions of people sitting in front of their TV screens. As you can imagine, this
creates some difficulties when show producers want to let go of an actor that is tied to a beloved character. Fortunately they came up with an ingenious—
albeit gruesome—solution. Read on to learn the true reason behind the tragic deaths of some of your favorite TV show characters.
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CELEBRITY SOUP

Actors Who Were
FORCED OUT of Their Shows
Why deal with an actor’s bad behavior when you could just kill off their character?
By Riesa Pascal

Charlie Sheen in Two and a Half Men
One of the most well known examples of an
actor being forced out of their show comes to us
courtesy of Charlie Sheen. In 2011, Sheen’s party
lifestyle finally caught up with him and resulted
in the actor entering rehab and being unable to
perform his duties as Charlie Harper on Two
and a Half Men. Instead of seeking forgiveness,
Sheen lashed out at show creator Chuck Lorre in
a series of tweets and interviews, even calling his
boss a “maggot.” Shortly after Sheen’s insults hit
headlines, Lorre terminated his contract and in
the Season 9 premiere, Charlie Harper was killed
by a train and replaced by Ashton Kutcher for the
remainder of the series.
Mischa Barton in The O.C.
Fans were shocked by the tragic ending of
Mischa Barton’s character in Season 3 of The
O.C., but reports say the showrunners were
tired of her alleged bad behavior. Even Mischa
herself admitted to People that her partying
had “spiraled out of control” by the time she
finally got the boot. Her co-stars also confirmed
Mischa’s terrible reputation and bad attitude by
calling her the biggest diva on the show. Mischa’s
character Marissa Cooper ultimately met her
untimely death via a car accident, but the once
chart-topping show only lasted for one more
season without her.
Patrick Dempsey in Grey’s Anatomy
Mischa’s character wasn’t the only one to bite the
dust via a car crash. Fans of the long-running
medical drama Grey’s Anatomy were blown away
when Patrick Dempsey’s character McDreamy
was killed off during the Season 11 finale. Rumor
has it that Patrick brought on his demise with
behind-the-scenes drama that show creator
Shonda Rhimes would not tolerate. According
to an anonymous source, Patrick was allegedly
cheating on his wife with a much-younger staff
member on the show. The source also claimed
that Patrick had been “complaining about the

storyline of his character, and felt he wasn’t
getting enough screen time.” The drama and
disruption led to Shonda suspending Patrick and
eventually writing him off altogether.
Shannen Doherty in Charmed
Shannen Doherty doesn’t exactly have a
reputation for being the easiest actress to work
with! She was fired from Beverly Hills, 90210
for drama with castmates and crew, but seemed
to have received a chance at redemption when
she landed a lead role in Charmed. However, it
didn’t take long for Shannen to go back to her
old ways and soon she began to feud with her
on-screen sister and co-star Alyssa Milano. The
rumored conflicts between the two eventually
led to Shannen’s character being killed off by a
demon in Season 3. She was replaced in season
four by Rose McGowan, who played the long-lost
younger half-sister Paige Matthews.
John Amos in Good Times
When Good Times debuted in 1974, it quickly
soared to popularity! John Amos starred as James
Evans on the iconic show about an AfricanAmerican family living in the projects. However,
Amos threatened to walk away from the show
during the second season due to the negative
images that he felt it portrayed of AfricanAmerican culture. Unfortunately for John, the
showrunners took away his option to walk away
by firing him instead. John worked for one more
season before his character suffered an off-screen
car accident death in the first episode of the
fourth season. The death was revealed to the
audience through a letter read by his on-screen
wife.
Michelle Rodriguez & Cynthia
Watros in Lost
In December 2005, Lost costars Michelle
Rodriguez and Cynthia Watros were both
arrested for DUI on the same night. Both pleaded
guilty and Michelle served five days in jail and

paid a $500 fine. Watros faced a suspension of
her driver’s license, 14 hours of rehabilitation,
and $307 in fines. Following their arrests,
Michelle and Cynthia—who respectively starred
as Ana Lucia and Libby—were killed off in the
same episode. Producers say the deaths were
planned ahead of time, but one can’t deny that
it seems fishy for both women to have been
arrested on the same night and then killed off in
the same episode.
Columbus Short in Scandal
Shonda Rhimes is back in the list again with
yet another beloved character that she killed
off from one of her many hit shows! Columbus
Short appeared as Harrison Wright on the drama
Scandal and although his co-stars affirm he was
never a problem on set, allegations of cocaine
abuse and domestic violence cost him the role
of a lifetime regardless. His violent history and
numerous arrests were a PR nightmare for the
showrunners and actors. The drama ultimately
resulted in Columbus being sacked and Harrison
subsequently suffered an off-screen assassination
death and on-screen funeral. In spite of the
firing, Columbus left wishing nothing but the
best for the show and the cast.
Maggie Roswell in The Simpsons
Even cartoon characters aren’t safe from
character termination by death! Maggie Roswell
is the voice actor who portrayed Maude Flanders
on The Simpsons. According to Fox, Roswell left
the wildly success show because she no longer
wanted to commute to Los Angeles from her
home in Denver. However, Maggie told The LA
Times that her departure was actually due to a
raise negotiation that had gone awry. Fox dealt
with the departure by hiring substitutes before
ultimately killing Maude with a shirt fired from
a t-shirt gun that catapulted her off the top of the
stands at a Nascar race—ouch!
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DON’T MISS THE BEAT

TO R I K E L LY
T h e Ac o u s t i c S e s s i o n s
By Courtney Caggiano

Grammy-winner Tori Kelly is
bringing her Acoustic Sessions Tour to
Hard Rock Live in Orlando on April 10
for an unforgettable, intimate night of
music with perhaps the most brilliant
vocalist of the era.
With stripped-down versions of her fanfavorite songs, Acoustic Sessions gives the
gospel-tinged singing sensation a chance
to tell the story of her life through songs
that have defined, shaped, and impacted
her musical journey over the past years.
While Kelly has blossomed as a pop
performer, her current tour echoes her
raw and humble beginnings, as just a girl
and her guitar.
A singer from a young age, Kelly first
showed her gift for songwriting with her
2015 album, Unbreakable Smile, with
which the songstress proved herself to the
world with Gold-certified singles such as
“Should’ve Been Us,” “Nobody to Love,”
and “Hollow.”
In 2018, Kelly released Hiding Place, a
simple yet vibrant musical work that
suits both the singer’s angelic voice and
her beautifully bright spirit. A widelyreceived collection of refreshing, hopefilled songs, the album features the lead
single, “Never Alone,” which debuted at
No. 1 on Billboard’s Top Gospel Albums
chart, garnering the most first-week
streams of any gospel album in history.
Produced by gospel icon Kirk Franklin,
Hiding Place earned Kelly two Grammys
in February, a well-deserved recognition
for the 26-year-old’s talent—not just her
incomparable vocal and writing prowess
but also her ability to connect to the heart
of a broken world. Hiding Place brought
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Kelly’s true intentions as a songwriter
to the surface, showcasing the heavenly
light that the singer hopes to shine in the
darkness for her fans.
“One of the things I want for this album is
for people to feel uplifted and encouraged
when they listen,” Kelly expresses on her
website. “I want them to know that, no
matter what they’re going through, there’s
a God who loves them so much and so
unconditionally, and there’s always a
reason to feel hope. That’s what I really
believe in, and I want everyone out there
to hear my heart.”
Always open about her faith, Kelly has
defined her career by sharing the hope
that she has found with others, which
is evident in her Hiding Place lyrics
and her character on and off stage.
She demonstrates a quiet humility
that is rare in artists of her caliber;
with joy radiating from her genuine
soulfulness and contagious smile, Kelly
establishes a down-to-earth connection
with her audiences during her live
performances—a signature aspect
of Kelly’s shows that will certainly be
magnified at the Acoustic Sessions.
Keeping the acoustic set a personal
experience, Kelly will be joined by a sole
instrumentalist, guitarist Mateus Asato.
The night will also include a taste of
Kelly’s upcoming album, featuring her
latest single, “Change Your Mind.”
The Acoustic Sessions Tour is your
opportunity to experience Tori Kelly like
never before, so secure your tickets for
this special musical event.

FREEZE
AWAY FAT

Get back the body you deserve
without surgery or downtime
with CoolSculpting & Velashape.
Schedule your free consultation.

BUY 3 TREATMENTS
GET 1 FREE
March 1 - April 30

440 W Morse Blvd, Winter Park

reflectionsdermatology.com

407-895-8818

SPOTLIGHT ON THE LAW

TRIAL BY JURY

A Cornerstone of American Freedom
The Sixth Amendment of the United

States Constitution guarantees the right to
trial by an impartial jury in criminal cases.
The purpose of the Sixth Amendment right to
jury trial was and still is to prevent oppression
through criminal prosecutions.
Jurors represent the will of the community
and are the ultimate protection against abusive
criminal prosecutions by standing between
the government and the defendant. It must
be remembered that government officials can
make mistakes, act with malice or for political
reasons. By returning not guilty verdicts, a
jury sends a message to the government to
refrain from abusive use or application of
criminal laws and excessive punishment.
The Constitution drafters relied heavily upon
the jury system as established in England.
That system evolved over centuries to
recognize the power of jurors and decrease
the control over jurors by governments acting
through judges. Two cases provide examples
of the development of jury independence and
power.

Mark Horwitz

By Mark L. Horwitz
Criminal Defense Attorney
Law Offices of Horwitz & Citro, P.A.
Offices in Orlando and Tampa
Orlando: 407-843-7733
Tampa: 813-397-3613
mark@horwitzcitrolaw.com
www.horwitzcitrolaw.com

In the 1600’s, William Penn was prosecuted
in England for breach of the peace for
preaching his religion. Penn ultimately went
to America and founded Pennsylvania. The
judge in William Penn’s trial instructed the
jury on the law which the jurors had to follow.
William Penn’s conduct violated the law as
described by the court. The judge instructed
the jury to find Penn guilty. The jury refused
the Judge’s instructions. Because the jury did
not convict Penn, the court imposed fines and
imprisonment upon the jurors until each juror
paid the fine. One of the jurors refused to
pay the fine, and ultimately went to trial. The
result of that trial was that no longer would
a juror face sanctions for returning a verdict
the judge did not approve. This ruling became
known as the rule in Bushell’s Case.
In the 1730’s John Zenger was charged
with libeling the Royal Governor of New
York. Zenger published several articles
criticizing Britain’s arbitrary rules imposed
on the American Colonies. James Hamilton
represented Zenger on the charge of seditious
libel. The trial judge instructed the jury
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that the libel did not have to be false to be
a crime. Hamilton argued to the jury that
to be libelous, the publication had to be
false. Zenger was found not guilty. The not
guilty verdict prevented a politically-based
conviction because the jury refused to follow
the law set forth by the court. If Hamilton
made his argument to a jury today, the judge
would, in all likelihood, stop Hamilton’s
argument.
Jurors are not told of the history, power and
authority that the constitutional drafters
envisioned in the Sixth Amendment right to
trial by jury. Today’s federal juries are told that
they must accept the law as given by the judge.
In addition, jurors are told that sentencing is
up to the judge and that the jury should not
consider the sentence in reaching its verdict.
In the past, numerous crimes were punishable
by the death sentence. This was known to
jurors and it became increasingly difficult
for the prosecution to convict. The will of
the community, through the jury verdicts,
eventually caused a reduction in the crimes
punishable by death.
Today’s jurors do not know what potential
sentence the defendant faces. Jurors would be
surprised to learn that courts are required to
impose minimum mandatory sentences on
many crimes.
Jurors should know of the purpose and power
of a jury. That power includes the ability to
send a message to the prosecution when: a
case is based upon improper motive; unjust
application of laws to defendants; a law that is
unfair or discriminatory; or a law that causes
an excessively harsh punishment. Jurors are
told by the judge that they must follow the
law as set forth by the court. The jury is also
instructed that punishment is up to the judge
and they should not consider the potential
punishment. The jury is not told of minimum
mandatory sentences in many cases, which
can be 10 years or more.
It is time that juries be educated on the
power that the drafters of the Constitution
envisioned when establishing the Sixth
Amendment right to trial by jury.

DEBO - Knights of Armageddon - Oil on Canvas, 48”x 60”
Knighthood lies above eternity, it doesn’t live off fame, but rather deeds.
A battle viewed from below upwards toward the sky... discover knights on horses with their lances..
Price: $ 9,700 (direct from artist price ) • Please contact at: info@ArteVue.com
‘DEBO’ is an accomplished artist living in Florida.
Collectors all over the world collecting his art pieces. - Read his bio online at ArteVue.com

“DEBO” Artist | London | Orlando | Seagrove Beach | info@ARTEVUE.com | ARTEVUE.COM
Gallery representation London: www.SAATChiART.COM/DEBO

IN THE KNOW

EMOTIONAL SUPPORT ALLIGATOR V. SERVICE DOG
What’s the difference and why does it matter?
Have you seen the video of Wally the alligator
basking in his fifteen minutes of viral fame and
visiting seniors at a Pennsylvania assisted living
center? According to his owner, the five-foot long
reptile from Central Florida has the run of the house
which includes a living room pond he share with
Scrappy, another rescue gator named Scrappy. The
kicker? Wally is a registered emotional support
animal. While not the first unorthodox creature to be
identified as an assistance animal (remember Dexter
the emotional support peacock?) his adventures
highlight the confusion - and in many cases the
controversy - over the increasing visibility of all types
of animals routinely appearing in public which are
characterized as assistance animals. The terms service
animal, emotional support animal, comfort animal
and therapy dog are often used interchangeably,
leaving business owners, employees, and those
who depend on service animals to accomplish the
activities of daily life in embarrassing situations,
and other customers or neighbors feeling suspicious
or uncomfortable. Each designation represents a
distinctions with a difference that effects the rights
and duties of businesses, animal owners/handlers,
landlords, and the general public.

Mark NeJame

Laura C. Douglas

Laura C. Douglas,
Associate with NeJame Law &
Mark NeJame jointly
contributed to this article
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SERVICE ANIMAL
Perhaps the best known category is service animal, a
term often used incorrectly to refer to any animal that
is said to provide assistance or support of any kind.
The American with Disabilities Act (“ADA”) defines
Service Animals as “a dog that has been individually
trained to do work or perform tasks for an individual
with a disability, including a physical, sensory,
psychiatric, intellectual, or other mental disability”.
The ADA specifically prohibits all other species
from use as a service animal, with the exception
of miniature horses in specific circumstances (a
topic for another day). “Dogs whose sole function
is to provide comfort or emotional support do not
qualify as ‘service animals’ under the Americans with
Disabilities Act.” The ADA does not require service
animals to wear special vests or harnesses, nor must
they be registered or certified with any particular
organization. That said, service animals must remain
leashed in public - unless it interferes with the

animal’s work or the individual’s disability prevents
using a leash. Regardless, the service animal must
remain under control.
EMOTIONAL SUPPORT ANIMAL
Emotional support animals or assistance animals
are recognized and generally protected in particular
instances under federal law that includes the
Fair Housing Act, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
(“FHA”) and the ADA, which generally require both
public and private organization to make reasonable
accommodations for individuals with disabilities
who utilize (or seek to utilize) an assistance animal.
In that context, an emotional support animal or
assistance animal is defined as “an animal that works,
provides assistance, or performs tasks for the benefit
of a person with a disability, or provides emotional
support that alleviates one or more identified
symptoms or effects of a person’s disability. Under the
FHA, a disability is defined as “among other things,
a physical or mental impairment which substantially
limits one or more of the person’s major life activities.”
Unlike a service dog, an emotional support animal
or assistance animal is not required to have specific
training. Rather, when evaluating a request for
accommodation, entities required to comply with the
FHA, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the ADA
must consider (among other things) if the “animal
provides assistance, performs tasks or services for
the person with a disability, or provides emotional
support that alleviates one or more of the identified
symptoms or effects of a person’s existing disability.”
THERAPY DOGS
Therapy dogs are not service dogs or assistance
animals, rather they are dogs with the temperament,
disposition and advanced training that qualifies them
to volunteer at hospitals, nursing homes, schools and
social settings, visiting and bringing smiles and stress
relief. Therapy dogs are not regulated by the laws
discussed above. Rather, the training programs and
certifications - which apply to both dog and handler
- are offered by organizations such as the American
Kennel Club and others. Therapy dogs do not have
the special access to restaurants,

COOL SHOTS

Socialize

P H OTO G R A P H Y BY B R I O N P R I C E

An Evening of Hope at Loews Portofino Bay Hotel

Downtown Orlando Partnership at Citrus Club

Taste of Windermere

Winter Garden Art Association Event

Winter Park Art Festival

The UPS STORE at The Dr. Phillips
Marketplace Plaza

7512 Dr. Phillips Blvd., Ste. 50, Orlando, FL 32819
Mon.-Thurs. 8:30am - 7pm
Fri. 9am - 7pm
Sat. 9am - 3pm
Tel: 407.352.3767 Fax: 407.352.5535
store2217@theupsstore.com
www.orlando-fl-2217.theupsstorelocal.com
ww

COOL SHOTS

Socialize

P H OTO G R A P H Y BY B R I O N P R I C E & B L AC K CY P R E SS M E D I A

Winter Park Art Festival

Winter Garden Art Association Event

Orlando Young Professionals Event at M Lounge

Hope for More Anti-Gala at Lexus of Orlando

Get Your Jazz On at The Alfond Inn

Vaudeville Event at Maxine’s on Shine
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An Evening of Hope at Loews Portofino Bay Hotel
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RENAISSANCE MEN & WOMEN OF THE YEAR

Orlando’s

RENAISSANCE
M E N & WO M E N O F T H E Y E A R
2 0 1 9
SPECIAL PROMOTIONAL FEATURE

Our mission at Orlando Style Magazine is to bring visibility to professionals who exhibit excellence, integrity, client service
and high standards that have made them preeminent and highly successful. Orlando’s Renaissance Men & Women of
the Year are selected based on survey, referrals and feedback from their professional peers. This is an ongoing campaign
and we ask you to cast your vote/suggestion for your favorite professional in our city at OrlandoStyleMagazine.com. The
following pages exhibit this issue’s Orlando’s Renaissance Men & Women of the Year recipients.

Kim Arena
Andrea Eliscu
Dan Fields
Gary Jones
Michael Gutieriez
Benjamin Hillman
Ken Teixeira

Nominate Your Favorite Business or Professional at OrlandoStyleMagazine.com
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ORLANDO’S RENAISSANCE WOMEN OF THE YEAR

Kim Arena, P.A.
Exceptional Service Paired With Award-Winning Results
Kim Arena is among the top 1% of all Coldwell Banker
Associates Worldwide, and there’s good reason for her consistent

success: Her commitment to her clients’ complete satisfaction, joined
with years of experience and vast market knowledge.
“I work very hard for all my clients, treating each sale or
purchase as if it were my own,” Kim says.

Combine her extraordinary customer service with her expertise and
its obvious why Kim is among the Top 100 Realtors in Orlando
and is one of an elite few to be honored with the Five Star rating for
customer satisfaction.
A 25 year resident of Orlando, Kim’s drive for excellence, attention to
detail, strong negotiation skills, impeccable ethics and professional
manner has made her the go to Realtor for the most discerning clients.
In her quest to stay on top of her industry and hone her business
skills, Kim has earned the titles of Luxury Home Specialist,
Certified Negotiation and Marketing Specialist, Relocation
Specialist, and Accredited Home Staging Specialist.

She has been so successful at helping her clients achieve their real
estate goals that they highly recommend her to their friends and
business associates. Over 95 percent of her business comes from
referrals. “That is a huge honor for me and one I do not take lightly,”
she says. “For most people your home is one of your largest assets and
I thank all my clients and future clients for entrusting me with the sale
or purchase of their home.”

“Kim Arena did a truly outstanding, over the top job
of assisting us in selling our Home. She provided
data and really helped us set the right price. The
net result was a perfect transaction that closed on
schedule and no issues for the full list price. Kim’s
hard work made everyone a winner in this deal.”
~Mr. & Mrs. Carryl S.~

Kim Arena, P.A. Global Luxury Specialist | P: 407-701-1621 | TheKimArenaTeam.com
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ORLANDO’S RENAISSANCE WOMEN OF THE YEAR

Andrea Eliscu

President, Medical Marketing Inc.
A nurse and healthcare consultant by trade, Andrea Eliscu, BS,
RN, is a community-builder, volunteer, mentor, philanthropist and social
entrepreneur by passion. She serves as President of Medical Marketing Inc.,
a healthcare marketing and public relations firm she co-founded in 1984
to help physicians position their practices for success in the ever-changing
healthcare marketplace. In this role, she provides leadership and guidance
to clients throughout the country and also serves as a respected resource to
local and national industry trade organizations and media. Throughout her
career, Eliscu has authored four books - It’s Personal: The Art of Building your
Practice, A+ Marketing: Proven Tactics for Success, Ready - Set - Market! and
Position for Success! Strategic Marketing for Group Practices, all published by
the Medical Group Management Association (MGMA).
A fearless visionary and vocal advocate for health and wellness, Andrea
has devoted her leadership, creativity, and countless hours to a number of
community organizations, including OneBlood, Orlando Ballet, Cornerstone
Hospice, Orlando Health Foundation, A Gift for Teaching and the University
of Central Florida to name a few. However, she is perhaps best known for her
tireless work with a program called Dueling Dragons.
In 2010, Eliscu brought the sport of dragon boating to Orlando and in 2011
formed an unlikely team — police officers and inner-city kids — to change
how both saw and interacted with each other. She worked with Orlando
Mayor Buddy Dyer and then Orlando Police Chief Val Demings to create
Dueling Dragons, the first program of its kind in the country.
Devoting more than 6,500 hours of her own time to lead and operate Dueling
Dragons over the past eight years, Eliscu has drawn national media attention
and made new headlines — stories about cops and kids working together,
not on the streets, but in the water, away from any distractions, learning
something new together, and seeing each other in fresh ways. In 2016, she
was invited to give a TEDx talk about her work with the program, and it has
also been featured on NBC Nightly News with Lester Holt, the Today Show,
and an Amazon Prime Video documentary “Dueling Dragons” released last
year. In 2017, to ensure its sustainability and growth, Eliscu helped Dueling
Dragons become a program of the Boys and Girls Clubs of Central Florida
and remains an active volunteer.
In 2018, Eliscu was recognized with the “Social Entrepreneur & Innovation
Award” at Central Florida’s National Philanthropy Day breakfast. Her
volunteer work has also been honored with a “Good Citizenship Award” from
the Orlando Police Department and the 2017 “BOLDY Spirit of Collaboration
Award” from Growing Bolder. Described as a “force of nature,” Andrea
Eliscu’s passion is contagious, her energy endless and her commitment to her
community unwavering.

P: 407-257-3764 | mmiandrea@me.com | medicalmarketinginc.com
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ORLANDO’S RENAISSANCE MEN OF THE YEAR

Garry Jones

President of Full Sail Universtiy
As President of Full Sail University, Garry Jones
is one of the prime catalysts of the university’s
forward motion. By working with the executive
management team and regularly interacting
with faculty, staff, students, and alumni, he
works to ensure that the school’s progress
maintains the original mission and culture – or
“heartbeat” – of the institution.

2019 marks a historic milestone for Full Sail
University, which will proudly celebrate its
40th anniversary of providing a one-of-a-kind,
innovative, and award-winning education
centered on supporting its students, while
helping to propel its graduates into their careers
in the ever-expanding world of entertainment,
media, arts, and technology.

During his time as President, Full Sail
University has been recognized among the
“Top Graduate & Undergraduate Schools to
Study Game Design” by The Princeton Review,
the “Best Music Programs” by Rolling Stone
magazine, the “Top 25 Music Schools” by The
Hollywood Reporter, and the “Top 50 U.S. Film
Schools” by The Wrap magazine. In addition,
Full Sail has been named the “School/College of
the Year” four-times by the Florida Association
of Postsecondary Schools and Colleges, one
of the “Best for Vets Colleges” by Military
Times EDGE magazine, and received Apple’s
“Innovators in Education” award.

In the coming months, the university will
host its 10th Annual Hall of Fame celebration,
which will include the official opening of “The
Fortress” – Full Sail’s state-of-the-art esports
arena in support of Armada, the university’s
collegiate level varsity esports team, as well as
other professional industry esports initiatives.
The 11,200+ square foot facility will be the
largest esports arena to date on any college or
university campus in the United States.
Currently, Garry serves as Chair-Elect of
The Nature Conservancy Florida Chapter
with a chairmanship term of July 2019-June
2022; he serves on the Board of Directors for

the Dr. Phillips Center for the Performing
Arts; he is a voting member of NARAS – the
National Academy of Recording Arts &
Sciences (GRAMMYS), he is a member of
the Audio Engineering Society, he serves on
the President’s Advisory Council of Bluefield
College, he is a Founders Circle Member for the
Foundation for Foster Children, and holds a
position on the Advisory Board for the Greater
Orlando Sports Commission. In 2018, Garry
was also selected as a member of the transition
team for Orange County Mayor Jerry Demings.
Previously, he has served as an executive
member of the Local Organizing Committee for
WrestleMania 33, on the board of the Florida
Motion Picture and Television Association, and
on the Goals 2000 Committee - a public/private
sector council organized under the auspices of
the Industrial Development Commissions of
Greater Orlando.
Originally from Christiansburg, Virginia, Garry
currently resides in Winter Park, Florida with
his wife and best friend of 34 years, Isis.

3300 University Blvd Winter Park, Florida 32792 | P: 407-679-6333 | www.fullsail.edu
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DAN FIELDS

ORLANDO STYLE MAGAZINE MAN OF THE YEAR
He assumed the position of President of Fields Auto
Group in 2015. Dan currently is a member of YPO
(Young Presidents’ Organization) in both Orlando
and Chicago. He also serves on the board of the
Holt Hamilton School for Adults at Rollins College.
Dan and his father are both strong, yet also
compassionate leaders. They both believe deeply
in giving back to the communities where Fields’
businesses are located. Dan Fields’ face is not just
recognizable from his commercials, but equally
familiar to members of charitable organizations.
Dan and his wife Amy are actively involved with
March of Dimes, Make A Wish, St. Michael’s
Soldiers, Easter Seals, Ronald McDonald House,
Joe Maddon’s Respect 90 Foundation, New Hope
for Kids, Foundation for Foster Children, The Earl

D

and Betty Fields Automotive Group Foundation,
run by Amy, as well as being a board member for

an Fields, President of Fields Auto Group,

the Arnold Palmer Children’s Hospital. They also

is a major business leader in the Orlando

support other charitable organizations in Florida,

area. This year, Dan has been honored

North Carolina, Wisconsin and Illinois.

with a prestigious recognition only awarded to five

members of the community. Orlando’s “Man of the

During Dan’s tenure as president, Fields Auto

Year Award.” This accolade highlights someone who

Group has become one of the fastest growing auto

has done outstanding work in their field and for

groups in the world generating more than two

their community.

billion dollars in sales and employing more than
2,000 people. One of Fields’ long-time employees

Dan Fields is absolutely one of those men.

said, “The Fields’ family gets it. They know their

Fields Auto started with one dealership in Evanston,

business and how to make customers happy. Every

Illinois and has grown to over 35 stores with over

member in the Fields Family is on the same page

2,000 employees in Illinois, Wisconsin, North

and most end up becoming long-term employees.”

Carolina, and Florida.

At one time or another most TV viewers in

The Fields family, led by Dan’s grandfather, Earl

Orlando, have probably seen Dan Fields say, “It’s

Fields, opened their first store in 1971. Dan’s father,

all about family. We simply treat people the way we

John, a practicing attorney joined the business soon

want to be treated.” That belief system permeates

after. After graduating from Colgate University and

through the entire organization. It’s true; happy

studying at the London School of Economics Dan

employees make happy customers. When you

started his career with the Auto Group. In 1996, he

do right by your employees and your customers,

received his MBA from the University of Denver.

everything else falls into place.

LAND ROVER ORLANDO

|

ORLANDO MINI

FIELDS CHRYSLER JEEP DODGE RAM

|

FIELDSAUTO.COM

|

FIELDS BMW

FIELDS MOTORCARS

ORLANDO’S RENAISSANCE MEN OF THE YEAR

Michael M. Gutierrez MD
Mid Florida Dermatology & Plastic Surgery
A proud immigrant of Cuban descent, Michael M. Gutierrez
MD has been practicing Dermatology in Orlando for more than 30 years.
With a story that begins in government housing and matures into a long
history of excellence in Dermatology, Dr. Gutierrez’ narrative is one
marked by hard work, dedication and the humble pursuit of the American
Dream.
After earning his degrees from the University of New Orleans and LSU
Medical School, Dr. Gutierrez then went on to complete his Dermatology
residency at LSU, where he became a fellow of the American Academy of
Dermatology. He has served as chairman of the Dermatology Department
at Florida Hospital, is an Associate Professor at FSU, and is a part of the
teaching faculty at UCF. The countless hours Dr. Gutierrez has spent
training and teaching local Medical Students, Physician Assistants, Nurse
Practitioners, and Medical Assistants, have helped shape his legacy of
passion and professionalism in the Central Florida medical community.
Dr. Gutierrez is the founder and CEO of Mid Florida Dermatology, Plastic
Surgery, & Allergy. Since founding his medical practice in the late 80’s,
Dr. Gutierrez has grown the business into one of the largest single-owner
medical corporations in the country, with over 30 offices that span Florida,
Mississippi, and Louisiana. Not only is MFDPA one of the largest plastic
surgery groups in the United States, but it has also been recognized as a
Candela Center of Excellence for Laser Therapy, an acknowledgement
given for providing a state of the art training facility for practitioners.
Beyond these achievements, Dr. Gutierrez’ dedication to fostering healthy
patients with healthy skin inspired him to develop a non-carcinogenic,
reef-friendly mineral sunblock called Naked Turtle Sunscreen. With
offices all along Florida’s beautiful beaches, he recognized the need for a
sunscreen that was both reef safe and people safe.
When he is not seeing patients, Dr. Gutierrez is involved in real estate
development, having constructed numerous medical offices throughout
Florida and Louisiana, as well as co-owning a French cuisine restaurant in
New Orleans. His next objective is to finish development of an Asthma,
Allergy, & Atopic Dermatitis Center for Central Florida children. This
center will be the first of its kind in the community, providing quality,
essential, specialized care to pediatric patients that endure difficult lifelong conditions.
He is blessed with five children and lives in downtown Orlando with his
wife, Lindsey, and their two sons. Although the journey is far from over,
he is humbled to have played a part in creating a healthier Orlando, and
honored to be recognized by Orlando Style Magazine and it’s readers.

100 W Gore St, Orlando, FL 32806 | P: 407-299-7333 | www.midflmed.com
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Florida native Benjamin Hillman has three paramount goals in
life; to serve his clients enthusiastically, to be the best father and husband,
and to keep God first. Ben has unmatched market expertise and is perfectly
poised to guide clients through all Real Estate transactions locally and
internationally in the smoothest and most pleasant way possible. Dedicated
to delivering personalized service, exceptional communication, and
professional expertise, Ben specializes in Central Florida luxury properties.
As a highly trained professional, Benjamin utilizes technology, marketing,
presentation, communication, negotiation, and sales tools to bring
successful deals together.
In addition to being well versed in the art of Real Estate, Benjamin Hillman
attended college in Charleston, South Carolina. He majored in Business
Management before taking a job with a major U.S. restaurant chain. Ben
was quickly promoted to the management program, and in 1996 he was
named the chain’s youngest Area Director at the age of 26 years old. He
moved to Arkansas, where he opened two restaurants as sole owner,
before joining the Peabody Hotel Corporation as a Food and Beverage
Director in Little Rock, Arkansas. Later, Walt Disney World Corporation
recruited Hillman as Area Manager at the five-star Grand Floridian Resort
in Orlando, Florida.This experience taught Benjamin the business and
relationship skills he utilizes in his Real Estate transactions today. He
found his true calling in the Real Estate Market in 2003.

Benjamin
Hillman
Luxury Real Estate Sales Executive
“Renaissance Man of the Year 2019”

Benjamin has sold over $115 Million Dollars and is still counting. A top
Realtor, and one of Central Florida’s Who’s Who in Real Estate, Ben has
sold Luxury Homes (Homes-CentralFlorida.com) in some of Central
Florida’s most Exclusive Communities like Isleworth, Keenes Pointe,
Isle of Osprey, Bay Point, and others. Benjamin specializes in the area of
Dr. Phillips, Windermere, Winter Park, Winter Garden, Bella Collina,
Lake Nona, Disney Golden Oaks, Downtown Orlando, Lake Mary, and
Longwood etc. Benjamin, treats his clients as VIP’s no matter the price
point.
Benjamin has been blessed to work with many Community Leaders,
Doctors, Lawyers, several Professional PGA Tour Players, NFL, and NBA
Players throughout Central Florida. Personally committed to all of his
clients and passionate about serving his community, Ben supports Breast
Cancer Support Services, mentors with Future Entrepreneurs, and is very
active in his local church. “My goal is to represent my Clients in all of their
Real Estate needs and to make Client Satisfaction my number #1 priority.”
Benjamin is considered a Dual Expert in Real Estate because of his ability
to negotiate for Buyers and provide superior marketing plans for Sellers.
If you are looking to buy or sell real estate visit my website at HomesCentralFlorida.com
If you ever have any questions about real estate contact Benjamin Hillman
directly (24/7) at 407-405-3717

Kathie Mewhorter
NMLS 197705
kmewhorter@
envoymortgage.com
Direct phone:
407-920-5383
745 Primera Boulevard,
Suite 1001 Lake Mary,
FL 32746

Stacy A. Collins
President | Licensed Title Agent
License# P142940
Agency License# W322989
5979 Vineland Rd., Ste 301
Orlando, FL 32819
P: 407-499-2001 | F: 407-499-2002
Direct: 407-499-2003
www.traditionstitleco.com

7958 Via Dellagio Way, Ste. 300 Orlando, FL 32819 | P: 407-405-3717 | Homes-CentralFlorida.com | Benjamin@PRPFL.com
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Ken Teixeira

Weichert, Realtors- Hallmark Properties
Ken has over 20 years of experience in the Real Estate Industry. His ability
to navigate our constantly changing real estate market- coupled with his
sharp business acumen, fierce dedication and passion for real estate- has
been proven year in and year out... he has been the company- wide Top
Producer since 2009.
Ken attributes his success to vast market knowledge, unparalleled
customer service and an unequalled commitment to his clients and their
needs.
Here is what some of his clients have said:
“Ken is honestly the best Realtor we have EVER had! He is knowledgeable,
hard working, detail oriented and trustworthy. He has well exceeded our
expectations on BOTH selling and buying our homes.”
“Ken’s simply the best in the business. His professionalism, attention to detail
and kind demeanor made for a seamless sale of our home. In addition, Ken is
well connected within the community to ensure all aspects of his client’s real
estate needs are met.”
“We have bought and sold three houses and Ken has been the best agent we
have dealt with hands down.”
“Detail! Attention to detail! This is what you will experience when working
with Ken! It is pure luck to be so lucky to work with Ken. You will fall in love
with your purchase, because he expects nothing less.”
“Ken is the standard by which all agents should be measured. From the
beginning it was apparent he was a highly skilled and experienced career real
estate agent.”
These qualities have led to many honors and awards: Ken has been the
#1 agent in Florida and in the top 15 nation-wide for the entire Weichert
Organization for the last 3 years. He is an eleven-time recipient of
Weichert, Realtors’ highest national honor. It is his tenth consecutive year
to be named to Orlando Magazine’s HOT 100, his third consecutive year to
be named one of OrlandoStyle Magazine’s Five Star Professionals In Real
Estate and he is a multiple recipient of the Five Star Professional Best in
Client Satisfaction Award. Ken is an Accredited Luxury Home Specialist
(ALHS) and one of less than two percent of Realtors nationwide to hold the
Certified Residential Specialist (CRS) designation. He is also Relocation
Certified, working with Orlando’s top corporations and their transferees.

163 E. Morse Blvd., Suite 100 Winter Park, FL 32789 | P: 407-697-4946 | www.KenSellsOrlando.com
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An Evening of Hope at Loews Portofino Bay Hotel
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ORLANDO’S TOP TIER CHIROPRACTORS
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Our mission at Orlando Style Magazine is to bring visibility to professionals who exhibit excellence, integrity, client
service and high standards that have made them preeminent and highly successful. The Top Tier Chiropractors are
selected based on survey, referrals and feedback from their professional peers. This is an ongoing campaign and we
ask you to cast your vote/suggestion for your favorite professional in our city at OrlandoStyleMagazine.com. The
following pages exhibit this issue’s Top Tier Chiropractors recipients.

Dr. Mohamed Inshan

Dr. Leonard Rollman

Dr. James Baily

Dr. Ed Tobenas

Dr. Audra Virginia Hewett

Dr. James Zuccaro

Dr. Gerald Mattia

Dr. J. Valerie Johnson

Dr. Linda L. Rodriguez

Dr. Richard Takanen

Nominate Your Favorite Business or Professional at OrlandoStyleMagazine.com
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Dr. Mohamed Inshan
Williamsburg Physical Medicine
From an early age, Dr. Mohamed Inshan had always felt
the need to help people. But it wasn’t until he experienced serious and
ongoing personal health issues as a teen that drew him to his calling:
easing the suffering of people with acute and chronic musculoskeletal
pain and other debilitating conditions. “I think it’s my destiny to bring
about positive changes that enhance my patients’ well-being,” says Dr.
Inshan, who opened Williamsburg Physical Medicine, a chiropractic
and physical therapy clinic, eight years ago. “I know how frustrated
many of my patients, especially those over 40 feel. They’re in constant
pain and it’s preventing them from the lifestyle they want to live.”
Exhibiting an enthusiastic attitude and personal manner, Dr. Inshan
connects with patients in a holistic manner by examining their
medical histories, developing appropriate non-invasive, customized
care plans and then fine-tuning them as patients progress through
their treatments. He and his staff safely use traditional chiropractic
methods such as adjustments to the spine and other parts of the body
to correct alignment issues, lessen pain and improve functionality.
But he also uses physical therapy techniques and state-of-the-art
technology aimed toward patients’ specific needs.
His approach has resulted in an overall 94 percent success rate with
patients whom he knows he can treat and help improve. Most patients
initially receive intense therapy and adjustment until their condition
has improved followed by fewer visits to help them maintain their
health. But Dr. Inshan, who has been previously recognized as one of
the region’s top chiropractors, acknowledges he doesn’t take on every
patient because not everyone can be helped. In those cases, he tries
to guide them to the right doctor who might provide the appropriate
treatment.
Raised in Orlando, Dr. Inshan earned his doctorate in chiropractic
medicine at the National University of Health Sciences near Chicago
after receiving a bachelor’s degree in biomedical sciences at the
University of South Florida. With the chiropractic field rapidly
evolving, he keeps pace with the latest research, receives certifications
in cutting-edge treatment and other advances and engages with other
medical experts throughout Central Florida and at national health
conferences.
“Our goal is to help the mother, the retiree, the employee and the
athlete be a better mother, a better retiree, a better employee and a
better athlete so they can perform their jobs, accomplish their daily
tasks and enjoy their lives confidently and pain-free,” says Dr. Inshan.

Photo By Kimberly Jefcoat

5410 Central Florida Pkwy, Orlando, FL 32821 | P: 407-239-1132 | williamsburgcw.com
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Dr. James Baily, DC | Dr. Taylor Wheaton, DC
Verte Chiropractic
Verte Chiropractic is located in beautiful downtown Baldwin
Park. Verte Chiropractic is owned and run by Dr. Taylor Wheaton,
DC and Dr. James Baily, DC. Together, they have established an office
with a contemporary feel and equipment which is utilized in the latest
evidence-based research. Along with adjustments, they provide a
spinal rehabilitation protocol specifically designed to restore proper
biomechanics, spinal curvature and posture. This non-invasive,
individualized protocol is a great solution whether you are an athlete
looking to increase performance, or you work a desk job and are looking
to improve your work ergonomics. This treatment protocol is based on the
detailed analysis of digital x-ray images which are provided in-house to
ensure the most accurate and specific treatments are being provided. They
have tremendous success healing patients which have chronic headaches,
neck and low back pain, scoliosis, excessive forward head carriage and
hunched backs, sciatica, and torticollis.
Dr. Taylor Wheaton grew up in northern Virginia, just outside of
Washington, DC. She graduated Magna Cum Lauda from East Carolina
University with a degree in kinesiology. Dr. Wheaton has been an athlete
her whole life with her focus on basketball, where she played shooting
guard during her time at East Carolina. She attended and graduated Palmer
Chiropractic College discovering her true passion was working with

pregnant women and babies. She has since continued her post graduate
education gaining more knowledge about restoring proper biomechanics
to infants and children along with helping women experience a more
comfortable and healthy delivery.
Dr. James Baily grew up in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania where much of his
family still resides. He graduated Penn State University with a degree in
Kinesiology with the intentions of continuing his education to become
a chiropractor. He found his passion for chiropractic after seeing the
amazing benefits it had for his mother who suffered from back pain
throughout her adult life. He also attended and graduated Palmer
Chiropractic College where he met Dr. Wheaton. They have been married
since May of 2018. Dr. Baily’s true passion is working with athletes and
helping them achieve their individual performance goals.
As Verte Chiropractic continues to grow, they have expanded their service
offerings to improve their patient’s overall health and wellness. They are
looking forward to expanding their business with the creator of Advanced
Muscle Reconstruction, Jimmy Bluff and 2-time Arnold Classic winner
Candice Keene with the intent of continuing to improve outcomes for their
patients. They strive every day to provide excellent care for patients in
Baldwin Park and the greater Orlando area.

1814 Jake St, Orlando, FL 32814 | P: 321-214-8737 | www.vertechiropractic.com
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Dr. Audra Virginia Hewett
Next Generation Chiropractic & Wellness
About Dr. Hewett:
Dr. Audra Virginia Hewett always knew she wanted to go into
medicine. After gaining work experience at a local primary care
physician’s office and hospital, she visited a chiropractor. After
observing how a chiropractor helped people in a prevention- oriented
environment, she knew that a more natural approach to healing was a
perfect fit for her.
About Next Generation Chiropractic & Wellness:
Dr. Hewett believes in the utilization of state-of-the-art technology in
her approach to adjustments and spinal manipulations. Just as lasers
have replaced surgical instruments in surgery, advanced technology
has been made available to chiropractors to help assist in delivering
spinal and extremity adjustments, resulting in a more gentle method of
alignment. The correction of balance and function does not have to be
a jarring, unpleasant procedure. Our technology based treatment for
the spine and extremities often gives our patients a soothing, relaxed
feeling.
In addition, Next Generation Chiropractic & Wellness also offers
technologically advanced modalities such as: Class 4 Deep-Tissue
Laser Therapy for pain relief, advanced gentle spinal care technology,
and optimal wellness advice and goals, complimentary massage-chair
usage, a wide range of physiotherapy; such as rehabilitative electrical
therapy, ice/heat therapy, ultrasound, infrared light therapy, and
gentle spinal decompression. We also offer a wide range of nutritional
counseling and supplements. Professional practitioners of medical
massage and energetic body work are also available which are often
used in conjunction with Chiropractic care.
How We Are Different
We are a concierge practice dedicated to treating you as a “whole
person”.
Dr. Hewett prides herself in spending time with her patients, focusing
on their concerns. This means that she and her staff work with
individual wellness needs, then craft personalized care plans to help
them achieve their goals.

Photo by Kimberly Jefcoat

Our patients often report better coordination, more restful sleep, back
pain relief, improved posture, fewer colds, less stress, fewer headaches,
and more energy.

8390 Champions Gate Blvd #108, Champions Gate, FL 33896 | P: 407-885-9229 | www.NextGenerationChiro.com
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Gerald R Mattia D.C. has been practicing chiropractic for forty years. Even
before that his life has not been ordinary. At the age of fifteen he had been given
6 months to live. “I was born with a severe heart condition called aortic stenosis.”
People suffering from this condition have an aortic valve in their heart that
gradually degenerates and therefore the heart cannot function properly. Heart
surgery in the sixties was not as successful as today. He also had bad allergies. His
mother was not ready to give up. On a friend’s recommendation, she took her son
to a chiropractor. “The aortic valve stopped closing by 92 percent and my allergies
were gone.” Dr. Mattia said. He was able to live to the age of 35 when he received
his first new aortic valve and the success rate of heart surgery was higher.

Mattia Spinal Care
& Rehab Center, P.A.
Gerald R. Mattia D.C., Director

Dr. Mattia became a chiropractor because of this. He earned his chiropractic
degree from New York Chiropractic College and opened a practice in 1977. Dr.
Mattia practiced in New Jersey from 1977 to 2001. During that time he received
many awards: Chiropractor of the Year 1996 and Sports Chiropractor of the
year several times. He was appointed to the Board of Chiropractic Examiners,
on which he served for six years, by the governor of New Jersey. He was also a
board of director for the International Chiropractic Association and the Northeast
Regional Director. Dr. Mattia has been the president of International Chiropractic
Association Sports Health and Fitness Council from 1996-2011 during which he
joined Arnold Schwarzenegger every year in Columbus Ohio for the ICA Fitness
Symposium. The Symposium is held in conjuncture with the Schwarzenegger
Fitness Weekend.
In his quest to provide clients with the best preventative and therapeutic
chiropractic care available, Dr. Mattia studies research, treatments and technologies
from around the world. Consequently his office houses some of the most unique,
cutting edge technology available: decompression therapy machines which help
with disc problems in the low back and neck eliminating the need for surgery,
the LPG key module for endermotherapy, class 4 laser to promote healing , and
Spine Force which offers non static exercise for patients and helps rehabilitate
and develop muscle strength for the core and intrinsic muscle of the spine. It was
developed in France and Dr. Mattia helped introduce it in the United States. These
technologies have come to complement the fundamental chiropractic adjustment.
In 2001 Dr Mattia retired from his NJ practice and moved to Florida to begin
semi retirement. But the quiet time did not last too long. Outside of the office,
Dr. Mattia does power walking and likes to travel and loves golf and baseball. All
during his career Dr. Mattia has taken care of many athletes from middle school
to professional as well as regular clientele. His love for sports has helped him
understand spinal care athletes require for better performance and nervous system
function. Dr. Mattia practices with his wife Paulette Mattia
D.C, and Guillermo Nazario D.C. Dr. Mattia has helped many chiropractic college
graduates begin their careers by having them work with him and gain experience.
Dr. Mattia also will begin a new venture with Daniel Arnold M.D. consisting of non
surgical regenerative therapy for knees and other joints.
Dr. Mattia has coached Babe Ruth Baseball, sponsored Team Gamez Foundation
Chipping for Children, Central Florida YMCA, Orlando Union Rescue Mission and
Basilica of the National Shrine of Mary, Queen of the Universe.
Dr. Mattia’s love for his practice and clients is apparent in his contagious
enthusiasm and liveliness. “ The best part of my practice is the fact that people
come to our practice and get better naturally, without medication. Touching
thousands of lives over the years with the benefits of chiropractic is a professional
achievement. “Living to the age of 66 when I was supposed to die at fifteen
is a personal achievement. A great cardiac surgeon, Kevin Accola M.D., and
chiropractic care and prayers saved my life.”

Photos by Kimberly Jefcoat

8915 Conroy Windermere Rd Orlando, FL 32835 | P: 407-909-4788 | F: 407-909-1788 | Drgmattia@aol.com
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Linda L. Rodriguez, DC
Healthy Spine & MedSpa
At Healthy Spine & MedSpa we believe in providing high quality
holistic health care and natural pain management to the community. From
nutrition and wellness packages to pain management and athletic recovery, we
offer an array of services to help treat a variety of conditions such as neck and
low back pain, fibromyalgia, sciatica, as well as MVA and sports injuries. It is
our mission to provide natural and plant-based healing alternatives and to aid
you in achieving optimal health and wellness. We do this by utilizing a variety
of chiropractic techniques including manual and instrument-assisted adjusting,
spinal traction, electronic muscle stimulation, active and passive stretching,
MRT, trigger point release technique, and deep tissue vibration therapy. We
incorporate therapeutic exercise programs and graded air pressure therapy,
which facilitates lymphatic drainage and circulation, to aid in rehabilitation
of the tissues and restore optimal function of your body, helping you heal
faster, naturally. We also offer medical cannabis consultations and provide
CBD infused pain relief alternatives as well as quality vitamin and essential oil
products for your convenience.
Born in Panama City, Panama and raised in Central Florida, Linda L.
Rodriguez, DC completed her undergraduate education at the University of
Central Florida with a bachelor’s of science in Microbiology and Molecular
Biology, and minor in business administration. A native Oviedian, she began
serving the community during her time at UCF as a co-founder of the Guitar
Club, which facilitated free music lessons to students and feeding the homeless
community with Rock for Hunger. She then began pursuing her chiropractic
education at Palmer College of Chiropractic, west campus in San Jose, CA.
An avid proponent of the chiropractic profession, she has lobbied on Capitol
Hill with the American Chiropractic Association (ACA) to increase insurance
reimbursements for fellow chiropractors, and served as vice-president of the
Student ACA and president of Foundation for Chiropractic Progress (F4CP)
Palmer West chapters. Dr. Rodriguez was also a member of the Palmer West
Sports Counsel, volunteering as medical staff for various athletic events in
the Bay area, including the Susan G. Komen 3-day, 60 mile run against Breast
Cancer, and wrote articles for the college’s quarterly periodical, the Bartlett.
Dr. Rodriguez then completed her internship at the Port Orange Campus, where
she participated in a local out-reach initiative headed by mentor, Dr. Stephen
Wooten, DC, CCSP, to speak with local law enforcement in an effort to educate
our valued first responders on the health benefits of chiropractic care and
functional movement exercises. During this time she also completed her Rock
tape certification for athletic taping.

Photo by David Monteverde

Currently at Healthy Spine and MedSpa, she is now offering therapeutic grade
essential oil aromatherapy, and classes to educate patients and the community
on natural solutions for how to handle minor health concerns while minimizing
doctor visits and reliance on pharmaceuticals. According to Dr. Rodriguez,
“When we look at the body for all that it is, there is so much interweaving of the
mind-body connection within the healing process. By acknowledging first the
interconnectedness of all the body systems and the interplay of our mindset on
our physical body, we see that healing can be facilitated and enhanced through
natural solutions that have real tangible effects on the being as a whole.”
In her free time, she enjoys spending time with her son, outdoor activities,
traveling, and recently began weight-lifting.

11364 South Orange Blossom Trail, Orlando, FL 32837 | P: 407-240-0661 F: 407-240-0616
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Leonard A. Rollman, DC

Wellspring Regenerative Medicine

YOUR FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH AWAITS
Your body, given the right conditions, has a miraculous innate ability to fix
itself. This is why cuts heal, broken bones mend, and infections pass. Whether
it is due to accident, injury, abuse, or age the scales can tilt towards disease
and the body’s response alone is no longer enough to maintain balance.
Regenerative medicine harnesses this inherent capability and includes
treatments aimed at stimulating the body’s own repair mechanisms. The goal of
treatment is to replace and regenerate these damaged tissues and restore normal
functionality.
Regenerative medicine offers a natural, safe, and affordable alternative to deadly
drugs and invasive often ineffective orthopedic surgeries. Dr. Rollman and
his staff at Wellspring Regenerative Medicine provide cutting edge treatment
for common and frequently debilitating musculoskeletal injuries and chronic
pain. The therapies provided at Wellspring Regenerative Medicine include Stem
Cell Therapy (SCT), Platelet Rich Plasma (PRP) Therapy, Cold Laser Therapy,
Prolozone Therapy and Nutritional Supplementation. Each patient’s treatment
protocol is individually tailored to meet their goals and expectations.
Due to their overwhelming success rates and his unwavering confidence in
his proprietary protocols, Dr. Rollman is excited to announce that Wellspring
Regenerative Medicine is the home of:
“THE BETTER KNEE OR IT’S FREE GUARANTEE”
“If your procedure does not provide a reduction in the frequency, intensity or
duration of your pain, or if you’ve had no improvement in your daily activities;
We will redo it at no additional cost at the 12 month mark. No questions
asked! No hoops to jump through! No legal disclaimers or jargon! Although
we cannot guarantee results, we are fully invested in your success and aim to be
your healthcare partner, not just your health care provider. We stand behind
our products and procedures with a promise that is unrivaled in Regenerative
Medicine.”
If that’s not enough, he will beat any written competitors quotes by 10% for
similar services and he even offers a “DO-OVER” at half of his usual rates if you
have already had a procedure elsewhere with underwhelming results.
Common Conditions Treated Include Pain & Damage of Bone, Cartilage,
Tendon, Muscle and Ligament: (Examples Include)
• Knees
• Shoulders
• Hips
• Spines (Neck & Back)
• Elbows
• Wrists & Hands
• Ankles & Feet
Dr. Rollman is a member of The American Academy of Anti-Aging Medicine
(A4M). Dr. Rollman and his staff offer live seminars, live and recorded
webinars, in office consultations and even telemedicine consultations to
prospective candidates throughout Central Florida free of charge.
As a SPECIAL GIFT to our subscribers, Dr. Rollman has offered to do
ONE FREE regenerative medical procedure drawn at random from a list
of candidates that comes in by May 31st for a FREE CONSULTATION and
mentions this article.

SPECIAL PROMOTIONAL FEATURE

Photo by Kimberly Jefcoat
Orange City Office
2415 S. Volusia Ave Suite A-1
Orange City, FL 32763
386-775-6879
Daytona Office
701 Ridgewood Ave Unit B
Holly Hill, FL 32117
386-238-9092

www.stemcellcfl.com | drlarollman@stemcellcfl.com
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Dr. Ed Tobenas
Allcare Medical & Injury

About Dr. Ed Tobenas:
Dr. Ed Tobenas is very passionate about providing quality chiropractic
care for over 15 years. Dr. Tobenas completed his undergraduate degree
at Florida International University with a Bachelor of Science in Biological
Science. He then attended Life University’s College of Chiropractic in
Marietta, Georgia, and earned his doctorate from Palmer College of
Chiropractic West.
Dr. Tobenas utilizes the Gonstead System for patient care where he strongly
focuses on the biomechanics of the spine and the body’s own mechanical
principles to help patients achieve rapid results and functional correction.
He is a current member of the Gonstead Clinical Studies Society and
lectures throughout Central Florida about the cause and prevention of
musculoskeletal injuries. In the past he has also dedicated himself in
the chiropractic abroad program where he has participated in the XVII
Jornada Quiropractica, Mision El Salvador. This trip helps establish quality
chiropractic care to countries that would otherwise never have benefited
from chiropractic care.
About Allcare Medical & Injury:
Allcare Medical & Injury is a patient centered multidisciplinary clinic that
offers a combination of non-invasive regenerative medical treatments that
aid and treat a myriad of conditions, including those that cause chronic
pain. Allcare Medical & Injury’s goal is to help patients make an educated
decision about their healthcare and provide them with the most effective,
non-invasive physical medicine treatments for their acute and chronic pain
conditions.
Allcare Medical & Injury’s commitment to its patients has led to their
development of an Orlando based medical clinic that offers state-of-the-art
treatment protocols to help conditions causing pain and by utilizing FDAapproved Regenerative Cellular Therapy such as Platelet Rich Plasma (PRP)
and Stem Cell, Neuropathy Treatment, Physical Therapy, and Chiropractic
Care. With this well-rounded selection of therapeutic medical treatment
options, Allcare Medical & Injury can help patients with an extensive list of
problems many thought they might have to “just live with.”
Aesthetics Treatment:
Regenerative medicine has the ability to help patients feel younger by
alleviating joint pain and improving their ability to heal. Because of its
rejuvenating properties, many people are using regenerative medicine for
aesthetic purposes. Not only does it help heal, it also helps individuals look
more youthful, too. We also utilize Facial Fillers, Botox, Wrinkle Reduction,
Skin Rejuvenation, Hair Restoration, and Scar Reduction to help patients
turn back the hands of time. Also highly successful, regenerative medicine
has been used to assist with sexual dysfunction in both male and female.
Ultimately, as a multidisciplinary medical and regenerative cellular therapy
clinic in Orlando, Allcare Medical and Injury is proud to provide patients
with a non-surgical approach to their pain or injury. They combine the skills
of several different doctors and healthcare professionals to help patients get
out of pain fast and effectively, therefore offering patients a comprehensive
approach for pain relief.

Photo by Kimberly Jefcoat

7806 Lake Underhill Rd #104, Orlando, FL 32822 | P: 407-774-6800 | www.flchirohealth.com
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Dr. James Zuccaro, DC, DABNM, CNIM
First Health Winter Springs

First Health Chiropractic has been a fixture of the Orlando
community for the last twenty years. The clinics, located in Kissimmee,
Melbourne, and Winter Springs, specialize in the treatment of auto
accidents, sciatica, stenosis, and neuropathy. Dr. Mark Nalley directs
the Kissimmee and Melbourne locations, while Dr. James and Dr. Maria
Zuccaro direct the Winter Springs office. Drs. James and Maria received
their education in New York and have over 20 years experience. They are
both Board certified in Neurophysioloy and for the past ten years have held
staff positions at prestigious hospitals, such as Thomas Jefferson Hospital,
Hospital University of Pennsylvania, NYU Hospital, Beth Israel NY,
Nemours Hospital, and Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia. After working
at these institutions, the Doctors went on to direct the Neurophysiology
program at Shriners Hospital of Philadelphia. While there, they were placed
on the corporate committee to develop the national policy and procedure
guidelines for all 22 Shriners hospitals across the country. The Doctors
have given numerous presentations at international conferences, instructed
colleagues, and presented numerous grand rounds to aspiring surgeons. Dr
James Zuccaro was also nominated by his peers and elected to serve as a
board member for the American Board of Neurophysiological Monitoring
(ASNM). While serving on the board, he helped to bring about national
practice guidelines, and has been developing pediatric specific guidelines.
The Doctors have also been very active in research presenting numerous
abstracts, guidelines, and book publications. They were one of the few
selected for a podium presentation at the Scoliosis Research Society annual
meeting, won the best research award at the ASNM annual meeting, and
just recently published an article in the Journal of Neurosurgery.
After spending six years at Shriners, both Dr James and Dr. Maria Zuccaro
were recruited by Orlando Health. They left this position to own and operate
their own clinic, First Health Winter Springs. Together they brought new
changes to the clinic to include non-surgical spinal decompression, class IV
cold laser therapy, and the treatment of scoliosis that includes the Schroth
method. The clinic uses state of the art technology in addition to utilizing
all the knowledge and experience that they have gained. They treated
some of the most difficult cases who have failed other treatments and have
achieved an 85% success rate of treatment. Additionally, they have worked
with or have referral relationships with numerous orthopedic surgeons and
neurosurgeons across the country. Lastly, they focus on patient-centered
care and research-based treatments to get patients out of pain so they can
enjoy their life again.
The Doctors live in Orlando and are avid runners. They enjoy walking their
two Dobermans, attending art, music, and local theater productions in the
Orlando area.
Photo by Kimberly Jefcoat

5860 Red Bug Lake Rd Winter Springs, FL 32708 | P: 407-790-4745 | www.firsthealthchiro.com
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Dr. J (Valerie) Johnson

D.C., C.F.M.P., M.T.

Natural Wellness & Chiropractic, Inc.
Dr. Johnson is Your Functional
Medicine Expert! Functional medicine
is personalized medicine that deals
with the root cause of disease instead
of just treating symptoms. She uses
functional medicine to help you find
answers to the cause of your illness
and the nutritional and biochemical
imbalances that may be making you
feel ill.
Dr. Johnson will identify the
underlying triggers that are
contributing to your illness through
cutting-edge lab testing and tailor the
intervention to your specific needs
as an individual. She may use diet,
supplements, lifestyle changes or
medication to treat your illness but
will seek the most gentle way to help
your body restore balance along with
the least invasive treatment possible.
If the roof is leaking and a roofer
replaces the whole roof; but you still
have water leaking into your kitchen,
did they fix the underlying problem?
In a similar way if you are taking
drugs for 5 years and are still having
problems, did they fix the underlying

problem? Diabetes, heart problems,
migraines, high blood pressure; all of
these have an underlying dysfunction.
Find the real cause, and help the
body heal itself. Weight loss can be
blocked by deficiencies or even genetic
variance. Aging can be slowed by
using smaller doses of many nutrients
that work hand in hand rather than
large doses of one nutrient that may
not be helpful to the body.
Dr. Johnson is passionate about
wellness, creating hope, health and
healing, naturally; working with you
as a partner.
2008 completed externship and
received her chiropractic degree from
Palmer college of Chiropractic in Port
Orange, FL.
2009 State Board and National Board
certified in Chiropractic and Licensed
in Florida
2003 Bachelor of Science degree in
Molecular Biology and Microbiolgy
at the University of Central Florida in
Orlando, FL.

1999 Certified and Licensed Massage
Therapist from Florida College of
Natural Health, Altamonte Springs, FL
2016 Certified Functional Medicine
Practitioner
She recently opened her own practice,
Natural Wellness and Chiropractic,
to offer chiropractic, massage,
physiotherapy, and functional
medicine services. She is accepting
new patients at this time.
Dr. Johnson moved to Lake Mary, FL
in 2004 and her son graduated from
Lake Mary High School and earned
a Bachelor of Science in Engineering
from UCF. Dr. Johnson is a volunteer
for Shepherd’s Hope, providing care
for the underserved, and was the chair
for feeding the homeless from 2003
– 2015. She also hosts community
classes for wellness education to help
people live their best life, naturally.
You can find these classes on Facebook
and her awesome reviews on Google.
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Dr. Richard Takanen

Living Well Chiropractic

Dr. Richard Takanen has been a
chiropractor in Saint Cloud, FL for
almost 10 years. His office utilizes
chiropractic care, rehabilitative
exercises, massage therapy, and the
most up to date equipment to help
the patient feel better faster. He treats
patients for auto mobile accidents,
sports injuries, as well as, your
everyday aches and pains for all ages.
Dr. Takanen is a firm believer that
your own body has the greatest
healing power. In the event that your
body does need a little extra help, he
has developed a trusted network of
other health professionals including
imaging centers, medical doctors,
orthopedics, physical therapists, and
neurologists.
Dr. Takanen completed his
undergraduate from Ohio State
University in ’06 and received his
doctorate of chiropractic from Logan
College of Chiropractic in ’09. He

has been the owner of Living Well
Chiropractic in Saint Cloud since 2012
and, as of August 2018, is the owner
of another office, Living Well Health
Group, located in Orlando.
Dr. Takanen credits his success to his
extensive community involvement in
local youth sports, supporting local
schools and churches, and sponsoring
community events. He is very involved
in the St Cloud Chamber where he
has sat on the board of directors since
2017, and his local BNI chapter where
he has held almost every leadership
position. He has also been involved
with the local Relay for Life since 2013
where he has held multiple positions
in volunteer roles.
Dr. Richard, as he is more endearingly
known by his patients, is very involved
and proud of the community he serves
and is always looking for a way to help
patients reach their full potential.
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4041 13th St Saint Cloud, FL 34769 | P: 407-957-1337 | www.livingwellcfl.com

RESERVE TICKETS NOW
Sunday, April 7, 2019 | 2 - 5 pm
Enjoy a leisurely luncheon with traditional tea time fare, participate in a “stylish hat”
parade and contest. Bid on amazing items in our silent auction and high end raffle prizes.
Proceeds benefit Meals On Wheels and other programs that help seniors live independently.

Ask us about our VIP tables!

Please RSVP to 407-615-8979 or HighTeaAndHats.com
Sponsorships available.

COOL SHOTS

Socialize

P H OTO G R A P H Y BY B R I O N P R I C E & B L AC K CY P R E SS M E D I A

Taste of Windermere

An Evening of Hope at Loews Portofino Bay Hotel

Vaudeville Event at Maxine’s on Shine

Orlando Young Professionals Event at M Lounge

Get Your Jazz On at The Alfond Inn

Hope for More Anti-Gala at Lexus of Orlando
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Taste of Windermere

Instagram: @orlandostylemag | Twitter: @orlandostyle | Facebook: styletome

You name it - Oil on Canvas, 48"x30"
Artist direct Price: $ 1,950
Please contact at info@ArteVue.com

"DEBO" Artist | Santa Rosa Beach | info@ARTEVUE.com | ARTEVUE.COM
Also: www.saatchiart.com/Debo

IN CASE YOU

MISSED IT
By Riesa Pascal

Don’t let the April showers get you down!

May flowers are on the way and if you’re
anything like me, then you are still riding high
from all the fun we experienced throughout
our beautiful city last month. Here are all the
highlights, just in case you missed it!
Pointe Orlando is now home to a new PanAsian restaurant, Lotus Asia House! Though
the grand opening was in February, March
was a busy month for Orlando restaurateur
Karim El Sherif as the buzz over his new eatery
never once died down. Locals and tourists
alike have all enjoyed satisfying their appetite
for Chinese, Thai, Japanese and Vietnameseinspired dishes at this beautiful and vibrant
restaurant. The interior is absolutely striking
in its decor featuring everything from large
Buddha sculptures and hand-painted murals
by local artist Ruben Ubiera. Check out the
lively atmosphere for yourself and pay homage
to Asian cultures with exquisite food at Pointe
Orlando’s Lotus Asia House!
The 2019 Orlando Boat Show, the region’s
premier boat show, returned to the City
Beautiful from March 8th-10th to showcase
an array of boats and accessories. For three
days, show visitors could view, board, and
enjoy one-of-a-kind deals on hundreds of boats
from the region’s top dealers and cutting-edge
marine accessories and electronics. With more
than 60 vendors and over 400 boats, there
was something suited for boating novices and
enthusiasts alike along with aquatic-themed
activities for all ages.
Orlando Style Magazine was a proud sponsor
of the Windermere Pet Fest on March 9th!
Attendees were encouraged to bring their pet
and a blanket to enjoy a great afternoon under
the shady oaks in downtown Windermere. The
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Animal Clinic of Windermere even sponsored
a Magic Mirror Photo Booth so guests could
get a great picture with their beloved pets.
Attendees also enjoyed the Doggie Games, K-9
demonstrations, the Doggie Fun Zone, food
trucks, live music and many great vendors with
a variety of pet products. Those who stopped
by our Orlando Style Magazine Booth received
a free copy of our new March issue featuring
Orlando’s Top Tier Vets.

guests to enjoy fabulous live music and outdoor
entertainment throughout the entire weekend.
This year’s 11th Annual event took place
March 22nd-24th and featured one-of-a-kind
Lakeridge wine and a variety of tasty seafood
specialties that were available for purchase. The
event even showcased local artists and crafters
with their work on display. Complimentary
tours and tastings were also made available for
attendees.

The Annual Winter Park Sidewalk Art Festival
is one of the nation’s most prestigious outdoor
arts events, rated sixth best by Sunshine
Artists. From March 15th-17th, the free festival
returned for a milestone celebration of 60 years!
More than 1,000 artists from around the world
applied for entry and an independent panel of
judges selected approximately 225 artists to
participate in the show. The three-day event
also featured show-stopping jazz, children’s
activities and great eats that were sure to leave
your mouth watering.

March 22nd-24th marked the highly anticipated
return of Spooky Empire! The wildly popular
event is a convention for fans that enjoy the
dark side of comic-cons, featuring rock ’n’ roll,
horror, tattoos and film. During the three day
convention, fans had the opportunity to meet
and mingle with their favorite horror movie
and TV stars, visit more than 200 vendors and
artists, see new and up and coming films, take
part in one of the largest Zombie Walks, and
even get tattoos!

The biggest drinking weekend of the year
turned Downtown Orlando into a sea of green
during Wall Street Plaza’s St. Patrick’s Day
Weekend Block Parties. From March 16th-17th,
attendees donned their favorite green apparel
and partied it up with tons of beads, giveaways,
Irish food and drink specials, green beer, Jell-O
shots, and even a Leprechaun giving away shots
of gold! Live Irish music from Seven Nations,
The Adam Moreno Band, Audio Exchange,
Rosie O’ Grady’s Highlanders Pipes & Drums,
and DJ Korndogg kept the party going all
weekend long.
Marking the beginning of springtime and
warmer weather, Lakeridge Winery &
Vineyards Annual Wine & Seafood Festival is a
signature Lakeridge Winery event which invites

On March 30th, Beard in Baldwin Food & Wine
Festival celebrated Orlando’s culinary scene
with more than 35 local restaurants serving up
flavorful dishes, each with a thoughtful wine
pairing. Proceeds from the event benefited
the James Beard Foundation to support the
next generation of great American chefs.
Guests were also be able to sample an array
of craft beers and spirits while enjoying a live
performance by The Legendary JC’s. Those who
opted for the VIP package received an even
more exclusive experience by gaining access
inside The Osprey Tavern where they sampled
dishes from a star-studded line-up of guest
chefs and enjoyed cocktails and wine from their
own private bar.

EVENTS

MARCH 7-APRIL 21 /

APRIL 6-7 /

APRIL 12-21 /

APRIL 20 /

Cirque Du Soleil Luzia

Spring Fiesta in the Park

2019 Florida Film Festival

14th Annual Central Florida

Times Vary / The Florida Mall

10am-5pm / Lake Eola

Times Vary / Enzian Theater

Earth Day

www.cirquedusoleil.com

www.fiestainthepark.com

www.floridafilmfestival.com

10am-6pm / Lake Eola Park

APRIL 5 /

APRIL 7 /

APRIL 16-21 /

Movies at Leu Gardens

Audubon Park Garden Tour

Dear Evan Hansen musical

APRIL 21 /

8:30pm / Leu Gardens

1pm-5pm / Audubon Park

Times Vary / Dr. Phillips Center

93rd Annual Easter Sunrise Service

www.leugardens.org

Garden District

www.drphillipscenter.org

7am-8am / Bok Tower Gardens

www.cfearthday.org

audubonparkgardens.com
APRIL 5-14 /

boktowergardens.org
APRIL 17 /

UCF Celebrates the Arts 2019

APRIL 10-13 /

34th Annual Taste of Winter Park

APRIL 26 /

Times Vary / Dr. Phillips Center

Orlando Fashion Week

5pm-8pm / Winter Park Farmers

Get Your Jazz On

arts.cah.ucf.edu

Various Locations in Orlando

Market

6:30pm-9:30pm / The Alfond Inn

orlandofashionweeks.com

winterpark.org

thealfondinn.com

˚AFRICAN˚
W: BOMA-FLAVORS OF AFRICA Disney’s Animal
Kingdom Lodge, 2901 Osceola Pkwy., Lake Buena
Vista 407-939-3463. disneyworld.disney.go.com

ORLANDO STYLE MAGAZINE PRESENTS

DINING
‘N STYLE

W: JIKO- THE COOKING PLACE Disney’s Animal
Kingdom Lodge, 2901 Osceola Pkwy., Lake Buena
Vista 407-939-3463. disneyworld.disney.go.com
W: SANAA Disney’s Animal Kingdom Lodge, Kidani
Village, 2901 Osceola Pkwy., Lake Buena Vista 407939-3463

˚AMERICAN˚
C: 903 MILLS MARKET 903 S. Mills Ave., Orlando
407-898-4392. 903 millsmarketcafe.com
C: ACE CAFE ORLANDO 100 W. Livingston St.,
Orlando 407-996-6686. acecafeusa.com
W: ARTIST POINT Disney’s Wilderness Lodge,
901 Timerline Dr., Lake Buena Vista 407-939-3463.
disneyworld.disney.go.com/dining

From top tier restaurants to hidden
gems to wine bars & lounges. We
proudly present your ultimate Orlando
area dining guide.

C+S+W: BETH’S BURGER BAR See Website for
Multiple Locations. bethsburgerbar.com
W: CALIFORNIA GRILL Disney’s Contemporary
Resort, 4600 North World Dr., 15th Floor, Lake Buena
Vista 407-939-3463. disneyworld.disney.go.com
W: CHEF’S TABLE AT THE EDGEWATER
99 W. Plant St., Winter Garden 407-230-4837.
chefstableattheedgewater.com
W: COPPER CANYON GRILL Pointe Orlando,
9101 International Dr., Orlando 407-363-3933.
ccgrill.com
C+N+W: DEXTER’S See Website for Multiple
Locations. dexwine.com
W: EARLS KITCHEN+BAR The Mall at Millenia,
4200 Conroy Rd., Orlando 407-345-8260. earls.ca
C: EMBER 42 W. Central Blvd., Orlando
407-849-5200. emberorlando.com
W: EVERGLADES RESTAURANT Rosen Centre,
9840 International Dr., Orlando 407-996-9840 ext.
3610. evergladesrestaurant.com
N: FARM & HAUS 3201 Corrine Dr., Orlando
407-801-1698. farmandhaus.com.
N: THE GLASS KNIFE 276 S. Orlando Ave.,
Winter Park 407-500-2253. theglassknife.com
C+N+S+W: GRAFFITI JUNKTION See Website for
Multiple Locations. graffitijunktion.com
W: HARD ROCK CAFE 6050 Universal Blvd.,
Orlando 407-351-7625. hardrock.com/cafes/orlando

C

N: HILLSTONE 215 S. Orlando Ave., Winter Park,
407-740-4005. hillstone.com
W: LAKEHOUSE Hyatt Regency Grand Cypress,
1 Grand Cypress Blvd., Orlando. 407-239-4240.
grandcypress.regency.hyatt.com
N: LUKE’S KITCHEN AND BAR 640 S. Orlando
Ave., Maitland 407-674-2400. eatatlukes.com
N+W+E: MARLOW’S TAVERN See Website for
Multiple Locations. marlowstavern.com
C: MAXINE’S ON SHINE 337 N. Shine Ave.,
Orlando 407-674-6841. maxinesonshine.com
E: OMELET BAR 12250 Strategy Blvd., Orlando
407-704-1597. omeletbar.com
N: ORLANDO MEATS 728 Virginia Dr., Orlando
407-598-0700. omeletbar.com
N: THE OUTPOST NEIGHBORHOOD KITCHEN
2603 Edgewater Dr., Orlando 407-930-6282.
outpostcollegepark.com
N: THE PARKVIEW 136 S. Park Ave., Winter Park
407-647-9103. theparkviewwp.com
N: THE RAVENOUS PIG 565 W. Fairbanks Ave.,
Winter Park 407-628-2333. theravenouspig.com
W+N: RUSTEAK See Website for Multiple
Locations. rusteakwinebar.com

central

N northside

W: THE WHISKEY
7563 W. Sand Lake Rd., Orlando
407-930-6517. downatthewhiskey.com

˚ASIAN˚
C+W: HAWKERS STREET FARE See Website for
Multiple Locations. eathawkers.com
C: KING BAO 710 N. Mills Ave., Orlando
407-237-0013. kingbaowow.com
C: MAMAK 1231 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
407-270-4688. mamakasianorlando.com
W: MORIMOTO ASIA Disney Springs,
1600 E. Buena Vista Dr., Orlando
407-939-6686. patinagroupp.com/morimoto-asia
C: NOODLES AND RICE 813 N. Mills Ave.,
Orlando 407-895-8833. noodlesandricecafe.com
N: SUSHI LOLA’S 2902 Corrine Dr., Orlando 407898-5652. sushilolas.com
C: TAKO CHEENA 932 N. Mills Ave., Orlando
321-236-7457. mytakocheena.com

˚BARBEQUE˚
C+N+S+E+W: 4 RIVERS SMOKEHOUSE See
Website for Multiple Locations. 4rsmokehouse.com

S southside

E eastside

W westside

W: KIM WU 4904 S Kirkman Rd., Orlando 407-2930752. facebook.com/Kim-Wu-Chinese-Restaurant
C: MING’S BISTRO 1212 Woodward St., Orlando
407-898-9672.
C: PETER’S KITCHEN 3922 E. Colonial Dr.,
Orlando 407-895-8174. peterskitchencbb.business.site

˚CONTINENTAL˚
W: CHATHAM’S PLACE 7575 Dr. Phillips Blvd.,
Orlando 407-345-2992. chatamsplace.com
N: HAMILTON’S KITCHEN at The Alfond Inn 300
E. New England Ave., Winter Park 407-998-8090.
thealfondinn.com
W: JACK’S PLACE Rosen Plaza Hotel. 9700
International Dr., Orlando 407-996-1787.
jacksplacerestauraunt.com
W: NINE18 The Villas of Grand Cypress, 1
N. Jacaranda, Lake Buena Vista 407-239-1999.
grandcypress.com

˚CREATIVE/
CONTEMPORARY˚
N: 1921 BY NORMAN VAN AKEN 142 E. 4th Ave.,
Mount Dora 352-385-1921. 1921nva.com
C: ARTISAN’S TABLE 22 E. Pine St., Orlando
407-730-7499. artisanstableorlando.com

W: SEASONS 52 7700 Sand Lake Rd., Orlando
407-354-5212. seasons52.com

N+W+E: BUBBALOU’S BODACIOUS
BAR-B-QUE See Website for Multiple Locations.
bubbalous.com

C: SE7EN BITES 617 N. Primrose Dr., Orlando
407-203-0727. se7enbites.com

C: CECIL’S TEXAS STYLE BAR-B-QUE 2800 S.
Orange Ave., Orlando 407-423-9871. cecilsbbq.com

N: SHAKERS AMERICAN CAFE 1308 Edgewater
Dr., Orlando 407-422-3534. shakerscafe.com

C+S: PIG FLOYD’S URBAN BARBAKOA
See Website for Multiple Locations. pigfloyds.com

S: CANVAS RESTAURANT & MARKET
13615 Sachs Ave., Orlando 407-313-7800.
canvaslakenona.com

W: SLATE 8323 W. Sand Lake Rd., Orlando
407-500-7528. slateorlando.com

W: THE POLITE PIG Disney Springs, 1536 Buena
Vista Dr., Orlando 407-938-7444.
disneyworld.disney.go.com/dining

W: CAFE TU TU TANGO 8625 International Dr.,
Orlando 407-248-2222. cafetututango.com

˚CAJUN/CREOLE˚

W: CAPA Four Seasons Resort Orlando at Walt
Disney World Resort, 10100 Dream Tree Blvd., Lake
Buena Vista 407-313-7777. fourseasons.com/orlando

C: THE SMILING BISON 107 N. Magnolia Ave.,
Sanford 407-915-6086. thesmilingbison.com
N: SWINE & SONS PROVISIONS 595 W.
Fairbanks Ave., Winter Park 407-636-7601.
swineandsons.com
W: TOMKOS TAVERN WOOD-FIRED
PIZZA & MEATS 7720 N Turkey Lake Rd., Orlando
407-203-2222. tomkos.com
N: THE TAP ROOM AT DUBSDREAD 549 W. Par
St., Orlando 407-650-0100.
taproomatdubsdread.com
C: THE WATERFRONT 4201 S. Orange Ave.,
Orlando 407-866-0468. thewaterfrontorlando.com

W: THE BIG EASY See Website for Multiple
Locations. thebigeasyfl.com
N: TIBBY’S NEW ORLEANS KITCHEN
See Website for Multiple Locations. tibbys.com

˚CHINESE˚
N: JUMBO CHINESE RESTAURANT
1967 Aloma Ave., Winter Park 407-657-8878.
jumbowinterpark.com

C: THE BOHEME Grand Bohemian Hotel Orlando,
325 S. Orange Ave., Downtown 407-313-9000.
grandbohemianhotel.com

W: ITAR BISTRO AND MARKET 7065 Westpoint
Blvd., Orlando 407-757-0553. itarbistro.com
S: K RESTAURANT 1701 Edgewater Dr., Orlando
407-872-2332. krestaurant.net
C: LUMA ON PARK 290 S. Park Ave., Winter Park
407-599-4111. lumaonpark.com
W: MARKET TO TABLE 146 Plant St., Winter
Garden 407-970-8876. market2table.com
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BARFLY

BARFLY
Halloween all
year round?

DOGS & BOOZE

Central Florida’s First Dog Park with a Bar!

We already have a
Photo courtesy of Facebook / Boosehounds

Christmas bar in Downtown
Orlando, and now a
Halloween-themed bar will
be joining the downtown
nightlife! The name of the
bar will be called Cocktails
& Screams and will be

You read that right. A dog park AND bar is

opening in Orlando this summer and we could not
be more excited! Boozehounds Dog Bar will be
Orlando’s first off-leash dog park with a bar, where
people can enjoy a nice cold beer, hangout with
friends, watch sports, and bring their pup!

located in the former 39
Pine location, at 39 W. Pine
St. just across from the 55
West building. A cocktail
menu is available on their
website, with spooky drink
names like “Night Shade”
and “Bone Daddy” and
specialty shots like “The

Native Floridians Paul Jaszczenski & Lainie Pekich
had a vision of a place that was dog friendly and
people friendly, a place where puppies can run and
play and people can have a beer and watch TV with
some AC. Their mission, “To reinvent how dogs
and their favorite humans connect and have fun,
together.” And they sure did.
Even if you don’t have a dog, people are more than

welcome to come in and have a beer. According to
Food & Wine, the menus are still in development,
but they will likely include a lineup of local
and domestic beer, wine, and Bitters & Bombs
Bartending cocktails. Pups will also be able to have
a “beer” which is a chicken broth-based liquid
served in a beer-like bottle.
The bar will have grass, turf, and gravel with
interactive equipment and a fenced in area for
puppies and elderly dogs. It will also have flatscreen TVs, a gas fire pit, and market lights. Sounds
like a perfect spot to spend Friday nights!
Follow them on social media : boozehoundsdogbar

Ripper.” It will have a fun
environment for everyone
with just the right amount
of wicked. They don’t have
an official opening date
yet, but be sure to check
their website, Facebook and
Instagram for hints!
@cocktailsandscreams
cocktailsandscreams.com
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DECOR &
FUNCTIONALITY
ANTHROPOLOGIE
BRASS WINE RACK
In need of a place to store your wine? This little
gem right here is the perfect wine rack for you if
you’re looking for something that also works as a
decor piece! And this product doesn’t take much
space. Holds six bottles. 18/8 stainless steel, brass
held by a marble slab.
$58 / Available at Anthropologie.com

C

S: MOOR Gaylord Palms Resort & Convention Center, 6000 W.
Osceola Pkwy., Kissimmee. 407-586-1101. marriott.com
W: NORMAN’S Ritz-Carlton Orlando, Grande Lakes, 4012 Central
Florida Pkwy., Orlando 407-393-4333. normans.com
C: THE OSPREY TAVERN 4899 New Broad St., Orlando
407-960-7700. ospreytavern.com
W: PRIMO JW Marriott Orlando, Grande Lakes, 4040 Central Florida
Pkwy., Orlando 407-393-4444. primorestaurant.com
C: THE RUSTY SPOON 55 W. Church St., Orlando 407-401-8811.
therustyspoon.com

central

N northside

S southside

E eastside

W westside

N+W: THE CHEESECAKE FACTORY
See Website for Multiple Locations.
thecheesecakefactory.com

N: CHEZ VINCENT 533 W. New
England Ave., Winter Park 407-599-2929.
chezvincent.com

E: VALKYRIE DOUGHNUTS
12226 Corporate Blvd., Orlando
valkyriedoughnuts.com

C: DOVECOTE 390 N. Orange Ave.,
Orlando 407-930-1700.
dovecoteorlando.com

˚EUROPEAN˚

N: LE COQ AU VIN 4800 S. Orange
Ave., Orlando 407-851-6980.
lecoqauvinrestaurant.com

C: BAUERN-STUBE 8015 S. Orange
Ave., Orlando 407-857-8404.
bauern-stube.com

˚GREEK˚

N: SANTIAGO’S BODEGA See Website for Multiple Locations.
santiagosbodega.com

N: HOLLERBACH’S WILLOW
TREE CAFE 205 E. First St., Sanford
407-321-2204. willowtreecafe.com

C: THE GREEK CORNER 1600 N.
Orange Ave., Orlando 407-228-0303.
thegreekcorner.net

W: STRONG WATER TAVERN Loews Sapphire Falls Resort at
Universal Orlando, 6274 Hollywood Way, Orlando 407-503-5000.
loewshotels.com/sapphire-falls-resort

C: SCHUMANN’S JAGER HAUS
25 W. Church St., Orlando 407-985-1950.
schumannsjagerhaus.com

W: TAVERNA OPA Pointe Orlando, 9101
International Dr., Orlando 407-351-8660.
tavernaoparestaurant.com

W: THE TASTING ROOM 99 W. Plant St., Winter Garden
407-230-4837. chefstableattheedgewater.com

˚FRENCH˚

˚INDIAN˚

W: TIFFINS Disney’s Animal Kingdom, Lake Buena Vista
407-939-3463. disneygo.com

N: CAFE DE FRANCE 526 Park Ave. S.,
Winter Park 407-647-1869.
lecafedefrance.com

W: AASHIRWAD INDIAN
RESTAURANT 7000 S. Kirkman
Rd., Orlando 407-370-9830.
aashirwadrestaurant.com

W: URBAIN 40 8000 Via Dellagio Way, Orlando 407-872-2640.
urbain40.com
W: VICTORIA & ALBERT’S Disney’s Grand Floridian Resort & Spa,
4401 Floridian Way, Lake Buena Vista 407-824-1089.
victoria-alberts.com

˚CUBAN˚
N: BLACK BEAN DELI 325 S Orlando Ave. Suite 1-1, Winter Park;
1835 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando 407-628-0294. blackbeandeli.com

BEST BURGER
!
o
d
n
a
l
r
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in

We
Deliver!

W: COLUMBIA 649 Front St., Celebration 407-566-1505.
columbiarestaurant.com

We
Cater!

W: CUBA LIBRE Pointe Orlando, 9101 International Dr., Orlando
407-226-1600. cubalibrerestsauraunt.com
S: PADRINO’S CUBAN BISTRO 13586 Village Park Dr., Orlando
407-251-5107. padrinosbistro.com

DOUBLE D CHALLENGE!

˚DESSERT˚

Eat a 4 PATTY BURGER topped with 8
slices of BACON, 5 different CHEESES,
Lettuce, Tomato, Pickles, Jalapeño,
Sautéed Onions, Mushrooms, Ketchup,
Mustard, and Mayo to win a
DD CHALLENGE T-SHIRT!

C: BETTER THAN SEX 1905 N. Orange Ave., Orlando
407-761-8949. betterthansexorlando.com
C: BLUE BIRD BAKE SHOP 3122 Corrine Dr., Orlando
407-228-3822. bluebirdbakeshop.com
N: BUTTERMILK BAKERY 1198 Orange Ave.,
Winter Park 321-422-4015. buttermilk-bakery.com
C: CHARLIE’S GOURMET PASTRIES 3213 Curry Ford Rd.,
Orlando 407-898-9561. charliesgourmetpastries.com
C: P IS FOR PIE 2806 Corrine Dr., Orlando 407-745-4743.
crazyforpies.com

Host your next party at BBB | Open for lunch and late night snacks.
EDGEWOOD
5145 S. Orange Ave.
Edgewood, FL 32809
407-888-1190

LAKE CAY
9938 Universal Blvd. #120
Orlando, FL 32819
407-203-8100

WWW.BETHSBURGERBAR.COM

ORANGE COUNTY
CONVENTION
CENTER
NOW OPEN!

LAKE
MARY
COMING
SOON!

BETH STEELE, OWNER

DINING ‘N STYLE

M A G A Z I N E

S: BOMBAY CAFE 1137 Doss Ave., Orlando
407- 240-5151. bombaycafeorlando.net

C: LA BELLA LUNA 4886 New Broad St., Orlando
407-85-0025. labellalunafl.com

N: KOHINOOR INDIAN RESTAURANT
Ethan Allen Plaza, 249 W. State Rd. 436,
Suite 1093, Altamonte Springs 407-788-6004.
kohinootindianrestaurant.com

W: LA LUCE 14100 Bonnet Creek Resort Ln.,
Orlando 407-597-3600. laluceorlando.com

N: MEMORIES OF INDIA Shoppes at Lake Emma,
3895 Lake Emma Rd., Lake Mary 407-804-0920.
memoriesofindiacuisine.com
W: RASA 7730 W. Sand Lake Rd., Orlando
407-930-0402. eatatrasa.com

DINING
‘N STYLE
AWA R D S

> NOMINATE your favorite

restaurant concept in the city at
OrlandoStyleMagazine.com

/diningawards

N+E: TAMARIND See Website for Multiple
Locations. tamarinfl.com

˚IRISH˚
N: FIDDLER’S GREEN 544 W. Fairbanks Ave.,
Winter Park 407-645-2050. fidderlsgreenorlando.com
W: HAGAN O’REILLY’S IRISH PUB 16112 Marsh
Rd., Winter Garden 407-905-4782
facebook.com/Hagan.OReillysPub
W: RAGLAN ROAD IRISH PUB AND
RESTAURANT Downtown Disney, 1640 E.
Buena Vista Dr., Lake Buena Vista 407-938-0300.
raglanroadirishpub.com

˚ITALIAN˚
N+W: ANTHONY’S COAL FIRED PIZZA See
Website for Multiple Locations. acfp.com

W: PEPERONCINO CUCINA 7998 Via Dellagio
Way, Orlando 407-440-2856. peperonicocucina.com
C: PIZZA BRUNO 3990 Curry Ford Rd., Orlando.
pizzabrunofl.com
N: PRATO 124 N. Park Ave., Winter Park.
407-262-0050. prato-wp.com
W: RAVELLO Four Seasons Resort Orlando at Walt
Disney World Resort, 10100 Dream Tree Blvd., Lake
Buena Vista 407-313-7777. fourseasons.com/orlando
N: ROCCO’S ITALIAN GRILLE & BAR
400 S. Orlando Ave., Winter Park 407-644-7770.
roccositaliangrille.com
W: VINCENZO CUCINA ITALIANA
8255 International Dr., Suite 112 Orlando
407-745-4030. vincenzosorlando.com
W: VITO’S CHOP HOUSE 8633 International Dr.,
Orlando 407-354-2467. vitoschophouse.com
W: WINTER GARDEN PIZZA COMPANY
46 W. Plant Street, Winter Garden 407-877-1930.
wintergardenpizza.com

W: BICE Loews Portofino Bay Hotel 5601 Universal
Blvd., Orlando 407-503-1415. biceorlando.com

˚JAPANESE˚

W: CHRISTINI’S RISTORANTE ITALIANO Dr.
Phillips Marketplace, 7600 Dr. Phillips Blvd., Dr.
Phillips 407-345-8770. christinis.com
N: ENZO’S ON THE LAKE 1130 S. 17-92,
Longwood 407-834-9872. enzos.com
N: FRANCESCO’S RISTORANTE & PIZZERIA
400 S. Orlando Ave., Maitland 407-960-5533,
francescosrist.com
E: GOODFELLA’S PIZZERIA 11873 East Colonial
Dr., Orlando 407-658-6615. goodfellasorlando.com
W: MULINO Walt Disney World Swan Resort, 1200
Epcot Resort Blvd., Lake Buena Vista 407-934-1199.
swandolphin.com/ilmulino
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N: NONNO’S RISTORANTE ITALIANO 1140 E.
Altamonte Dr., Altamonte Springs 407-260-8900.
nonnositalianrestaurant.com

N: ANTONIO’S 611 S. Orlando Ave., Maitland
407-645-1035 antoniosonline.com

W: CALLA BELLA Rosen Shingle Creek,
9939 Universal Blvd., Orlando 407-996-3663.
calabellarestaurant.com
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N+E: MELLOW MUSHROOM See Website for
Multiple Locations. mellowmushroom.com

C: AMURA 54 W. Church St., Orlando 407-316-8500.
amuradowntown.com
W: BANSHOO SUSHI BAR Rosen Centre Hotel,
9840 International Dr., Orlando 407-996-9840.
rosencentre.com
N: DOMU 3201 Corrine Dr., Orlando 407-960-1228.
domufl.com
W: DRAGONFLY ROBATA GRILL 7972 Via
Dellagio Way, Orlando 407-370-3359. dragonflysushi.
com/orlando
C: KABOOKIU SUSHI 3122 E. Colonial Dr.,
Orlando 407-228-3839. kabookisushi.com
W: JAPAN FOOD AKI RESTAURANT 8910, 7460
Universal Blvd., Orlando 407-354-0025.
aki-japanese-restaurant.com

C

central

N northside

W: NAGOYA SUSHI See Website for Multiple
Locations. nagoyasushi.com

N+W+E: PARAMOUNT FINE FOODS See Website
for Multiple Locations paramountfinefoods.com

C+W: SEITO SUSHI See Website for Multiple
Locations. seitosushi.com

S: VILLA DE FLORA Gaylord Palms Resort,
6000 W. Osceola Pkwy., Kissimmee 407-586-1114.
gaylordpalms.com

C: SHARI SUSHI LOUNGE 621 E. Central Blvd.,
Thornton Park 407-420-9420. sharisushilounge.com
C: SHIN SUSHI AND SAKE BAR 803 N. Orange
Ave., Orlando 407-648-8000. shinsushi.com
W: SUSHI TOMI 8463 S John Young Pkwy., Orlando
407-352-8635. sushitomi.com
E: SUSHI POP 310 W. Mitchell Hammock Rd.,
Oviedo 407-542-5975. sushipoprestaurant.com
C: YAMASAN SUSHI & GRILL 1606 N. Mills Ave.,
Orlando 407-228-1730. yamasanorlando.com
E: YUKI HANA 3635 Aloma Ave., Oviedo
407-695-8808. sushioviedo.com
W: ZETA BAR & SUSHI LOUNGE Hilton Orlando
Bonnet Creek, 14100 Bonnet Creek Resort Ln.,
Orlando 407-597-3600.
hiltonbonnetcreek.com/dining/zeta-bar-sushi-lounge

˚KOREAN˚
N: SEOUL GARDEN 511 E. Horatio Ave., Maitland
407-599-5199.
C: SHIN JUNG 1638 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
407-895-7345. shinjungkorean.com

˚LATIN/SPANISH˚
N: BULLA GASTROBAR 110 S. Orlando Ave.,
Winter Park 321-214-6120. bullagastrobar.com
N: CEVICHE TAPAS BAR & RESTAURANT 125 W.
Church St., Orlando 321-281-8140. ceviche.com
W: FOGO DE CHÃO 8282 International Dr.,
Orlando 407-370-0711. fogodechao.com

E eastside

W westside

˚MEXICAN/TEX-MEX˚
W: AGAVE AZUL 4750 S. Kirkman Rd., Orlando
407-704-6930. agaveazulorlando.com
C: BLACK ROOSTER TAQUERIA 1323 Mills Ave.,
Orlando 407-601-0994. blackroostertaqueria.com
N: COCINA 214 151 E. Welbourne Ave., Winter Park
407-790-7997 .cocina214.com
W: FRONTERA COCINA Disney Springs, 1604
Buena Vista Dr., Lake Buena Vista 407-560-9197.
fronteracocina.com
N: HUNGER STREET TACOS 2103 W. Fairbanks
Ave., Winter Park 407-444-6270.
hungerstreettacos.com
W: MI CASA TEQUILA TAQUERIA Rosen Shingle
Creek, 9939 Universal Blvd., Orlando 407-996-9939.
rosenshinglecreek.com
C+N+W: PEPE’S CANTINA See Website for
Multiple Locations. pepescantina.com
C: REYERS MEZCALERIA 821 N. Orange Ave.,
Orlando 407-868-9007. reyesmex.com
W: TAQUITOS JALISCO 1041 S. Dillard St.,
Winter Garden 407-654-0363

˚SANDWICHES˚
C: BEEFY KING 424 N. Bumby Ave., Orlando
407-894-2241. beefyking.com
W: THE DELI DOWNTOWN 18 N. Boyd St., Winter
Garden 407-347-3873. thedelidowntownwg.com

W: MANGO’S TROPICAL CAFE 8126 International
Dr., Orlando 407-673-4422. mangos.com/orlando

C: POM POM’S TEAHOUSE & SANWICHERIA
67 N. Bumby Ave., Orlando 407-894-0865.
pompomsteahouse.com

W: TAPA TORO 8441 International Dr., Orlando
407-226-2929 tapatoro.restaurant

W: SAVOREE 2 W. Plant St., Winter Garden 407347-5222. savoree.net

˚MEDITERRANEAN˚

˚SEAFOOD˚

N+W: BOSPHOROUS TURKISH CUISINE
See Website for Multiple Locations.
bosphorousrestaurant.com

N: BLU ON THE AVENUE 326 S. Park Ave.,
Winter Park 407-960-3778. bluontheavenue.com

W: CEDAR’S Plaza Venezia, 7732 W. Sand Lake Rd.,
Dr. Phillips 407-351-6000. orlandocedars.com

S southside

W: DEEP BLU SEAFOOD GRILLE Wyndham
Grand Orlando, Bonnet Creek, 14651 Chelonia Pkwy.,
Orlando 407-390-2420. deepbluorlando.com
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N: CHRISTNER’S PRIME STEAK
& LOBSTER 729 Lee Rd., Orlando 407-645-4443.
christnersprimesteakandlobster.com
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W+N: FISHBONES See Website for Multiple
Locations. fishbonesorlando.com
W: FLYING FISH Disney’s Boardwalk, Lake Buena
Vista 407-939-3463. disneyworld.disney.go.com
W: HEMINGWAY’S One Grand Cypress Blvd.,
Orlando 407-239-1234. grandcypress.hyatt.com
W: JOHNNIE’S HIDEAWAY 12551 State Rd., 535,
Orlando 407-827-1111. johnnieshideaway.com
W: MOONFISH The Fountains, 7525 W. Sand Lake
Rd., Dr. Phillips 407-363-7262. moonfishorlando.com

W: TODD’S ENGLISH’S BLUEZOO Walt Disney
World Dolphin Hotel, 1500 Epcot Resorts Blvd.,
Lake Buena Vista 407-934-1111. swananddolphin.com
N: WINTER PARK FISH COMPANY
761 Orange Ave., Winter Park 407-622-6112.
thewinterparkfishco.com

˚SOUTHERN˚
N: THE COOP 610 W. Morse Blvd., Winter Park
407-843-2667. asouthernaffair.com
W: HIGHBALL & HARVEST Ritz-Carlton Orlando,
Grande Lakes, 4012 Central Florida Parkway, Orlando
407-393-4422. ritzcarlton.com

C: MUDDY WATERS 101 S. Eola Dr., Orlando
407-843-9676. muddywaters-orlando.com

C: SOCO-SOUTHERN CONTEMPORARY
CUISINE 629 East Central Blvd., Orlando
407-849-1800. socothorntonpark.com

W: OCEAN PRIME Rialto, 7339 W. Sand Lake Rd.,
Orlando 407-781-4880. ocean-prime.com

˚STEAK HOUSES˚

W: THE OCEANAIRE SEAFOOD ROOM
Pointe Orlando, 9101 International Dr., Orlando
407-363-4801. theoceanaire.com

W: BULL & BEAR Waldorf Astoria Orlando, 14200
Bonnet Creek Resort Lane, Orlando 407-597-5500.
bullandbearorlando.com

W: PADDLEFISH Disney Springs, 1670
E. Buena Vista Dr., Orlando 407-934-2628.
paddlefishrestaurant.com

W: THE CAPITAL GRILLE See Website for Multiple
Locations. thecapitalgrille.com

N: REEL FISH COASTAL KITCHEN 1234
N. Orange Ave., Winter Park 407-543-3474.
reelfishcoastal.com
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W: ELEVEN AT REUNION RESORT Reunion
Resort, 7593 Gathering Dr., Reunion 407-662-1170.
reunionresort.com
N+W: FLEMING’S PRIME STEAKHOUSE
& WINE BAR See Website for Multiple Locations.
flemingssteakhouse.com
C: KRES CHOPHOUSE 17 W. Church St.,
Downtown Orlando 407-447-7950.
kresrestaurant.com
W: A LAND REMEMBERED Rosen Shingle
Creek, 9939 Universal Blvd., Orlando 866-996-9939.
landrememberedrestaurant.com

C O N TA C T :

W: EDDIE V’S 7488 W. Sand Lake Rd., Orlando
407-355-3011. eddiev.com

W: DEL FRISCO’S DOUBLE EAGLE
STEAK HOUSE 9150 International Dr., Orlando
407-351-5074. delfriscos.com

S: CHARLEY’S STEAK HOUSE See Website for
Multiple Locations. charleyssteakhouse.com

C: LINDA’S LA CANTINA 4721 E. Colonial Dr.,
Orlando 407-894-4491.
lindaslacantinasteakhouse.com
W: MORTON’S THE STEAKHOUSE Dr. Phillips
Marketplace, 7600 Dr. Phillips Blvd., Orlando
407-248-3485. mortons.com
S: OLD HICKORY STEAKHOUSE Gaylord Palms
Resort, 6000 W. Osceola Pkwy., Kissimmee
407-586-1600. gaylordpalms.com
W: THE PALM Hard Rock Hotel, 5800 Universal
Blvd., Orlando 407-503-7256. thepalm.com/orlando
W: RUTH’S CHRIS STEAK HOUSE 7501 W.
Sand Lake Rd., Orlando 407-226-3900. ruthschris.com
N: SHULA’S 347 Grill Westin Lake Mary Orlando
North, 2974 International Pkwy., Lake Mary
407-531-3567. donshula.com
W: SPENCER’S FOR STEAKS & CHOPS
The Hilton Orlando, 6001 Destination Pkwy., Orlando
407-313-8625. spencersforsteakandchops.com
W: STK ORLANDO Disney Springs, 1580 E. Buena
Vista Dr., Orlando 407-917-7440.
togrp.com/venue/stk-orlando
W: TEXAS DE BRAZIL 5259 International Dr.,
Orlando 407-355-0355. texasdebrazil.com
W: THE VENETIAN CHOP HOUSE Caribe Royale
Resort, 8101 World Center Dr., Lake Buena Vista
407-238-8060. cariberoyale.com
W: VINES GRILLE & WINE BAR
7533 Sand Lake Rd., Orlando 407-351-1227.
vinesgrille.com

C

˚THAI˚

central

N northside

N: INFUSION TEA 1600 Edgewater Dr., Orlando
407-999-5255. infusionorlando.com

N: ORCHID THAI CUISINE 305 N. Park Ave.,
Winter Park 407-331-1400.
orchidthaiwinterpark.com

C: MARKET ON SOUTH 2603 E. South St.,
Orlando 407-613-5968. marketonsouth.com

N: SEA THAI 3812 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
407-895-0985. seathaiorlando.com

N: THE SANCTUM CAFE 715 N Fern Creek Ave.,
Orlando 407-747-0346. thesanctumcafe.com

W: THAI BLOSSOM 99 W. Plant St., Winter
Garden 407-905-9917. mythaiblossom.com

˚VIETNAMESE•

N: THAI CUISINE RESTAURANT 5325
Edgewater Dr., Orlando 407-292-9474.
thaicuisineorlando.com

˚VEGETARIAN˚
C: DANDELION COMMUNITEA CAFE
618 N. Thornton Ave., Orlando 407-362-1864.
dandelioncommunitea.com
N: ETHOS VEGAN KITCHEN 601-B New York
Ave., Winter Park 407-228-3898.
ethosvegankitchen.com

C: LITTLE SAIGON 1106 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
407-423-8539. littlesaigonrestaurant.com
C: PHO 88 VIETNAMESE RESTAURANT 730 N.
Mills Ave., Orlando 407-897-3488 pho88orlando.com
C: PHO VINH 657 N. Primrose Dr., Orlando
407-228-0043. Phovinhorlando.com
C: SAIGON NOODLE & GRILL 101 N.
Bumby Ave., Orlando 407-532-7373.
saigonnoodleandgrill.com
C: VIET GARDEN 1237-1239 E. Colonial Dr.,
Orlando 407-896-4154. vietgardenorlando.com

S southside

E eastside

W westside

˚WINE BARS & LOUNGES˚
W: THE ATTIC DOOR 28 W. Plant St.,
Winter Garden 407-877-0266. jrsatticdoor.com
W: BLUE MARTINI Pointe Orlando, 9101
International Dr., Suite 1182, Orlando 407-447-2583.
bluemartinilounge.com
C: BÖSENDORFER LOUNGE The Grand
Bohemian Hotel, 325 S. Orange Ave., Downtown
Orlando 407-313-9000. grandbohemianhotel.com
N: EDEN BAR 1300 S. Orlando Ave., Maitland
407-629-1088. enzian.org
C: EOLA WINE COMPANY 430 E. Central Blvd.,
Orlando 407-481-9100. eolawinecompany.com
C: ONE80 SKYTOP LOUNGE 400 W. Church St.,
Orlando 407-913-0180. 180downtown.com
N: THE VINEYARD WINE COMPANY 1140 Town
Park Ave., Suite 1260, Lake Mary 407-833-WINE.
thevineyardwinecompany.com
N: THE WINE ROOM 270 Park Ave. S., Winter
Park 407-696-WINE. thewineroomonline.com
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